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EDUCATION OR
ECONOMICS?
Dannielle Furness

When it comes to selecting a pool
cleaning system, there are the
obvious considerations to determine
the best option: size, location,
surrounding environment, foliage and
debris, but could it all simply come
down to a case of economics?
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their opinion, the words ‘cost’, ‘price’
and ‘budget’ came up again and again.
This was particularly true when we
discussed ‘newer’ technologies such as
robotic cleaners and in-floor systems.
Almost everyone we spoke to mentioned the falling retail price of robotic
cleaners as being an influencer on
sales, which is simple economics at
work, but there are so many more
factors to consider: maintenance
requirements, location (surrounding
and geographic) and even the finish
of the pool itself. While many end
users work from a price point when
making a choice, it’s up to industry
members to understand their clients’
overall needs and help guide them to
the best decision.
Brian Goh of Waterco points out
that recommending the wrong type of
cleaner for a pool can be an issue.
“For example, not purchasing the
right cleaner for a tiled pool, the cleaner
won’t operate to expectations; or the
wrong cleaner for a vinyl-lined pool
could damage the vinyl liner,” he said.
“Also, if the pool doesn’t match the
pool equipment, there’s an issue. If
a suction cleaner is connected to a
filtration system with a variable speed
pump and the pump is operated at
low speed, some of them just won’t
work,” said Goh.
“Most end users don’t possess sufficient knowledge about pool cleaners
and rely on pool specialists for their
recommendations. Some pool owners may conduct some preliminary
research, but at the end of the day
they tend to consult a pool specialist. The opportunities this presents is
for pool specialists to become more
knowledgeable about the variety of
pool cleaners in the market and also
to add value to their retail offer by
conducting home pool demonstrations.
It is also important to conduct a site
visit to make the correct recommendation,” he said.
Goh believes the best option for
a new pool is an in-floor system and
suggests it’s what he would have in
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ooking back at the last 20
years, you’d be hard pressed
to find an area of our lives
that technology hasn’t altered in some way; from
improved communications to staggering
advances in computing, from medical
breakthroughs to never-ending new car
technologies. With every change, entire
industries are rendered obsolete and
new ones created. Decades-old occupations become antiquated overnight and
new professions emerge just as quickly.
In the midst of all this innovation
and disruption, you can be sure of
one thing — when it comes to technology, the first cab off the rank will
be pricey. When Motorola released
the first commercially available mobile
phone in 1983, it sold for just under
US$5000 (or around $9600 in 2015
dollars). When you compare it with
today’s offerings in terms of functionality, mobility, convenience and price,
it seems utterly ludicrous to pay that
amount of money, yet people did. At
the time it was revolutionary and with
the advent of every new improvement,
you’ll find the pacesetters — or the
early adopters, as marketers like to
call them.
Early adopters are the Holy Grail of
research and development teams and
marketers the world over. They are
loved because they will not only pay
the high price that a new technology
commands, but they’ll typically be more
forgiving of glitches and bugs and generally serve as a valuable beta-testing
ground. From their perspective, they
get bragging rights from being first
in and will generally reap some sort
of additional benefit such as lifestyle
improvement — whether that be real
or perceived. In the rough road from
product development to commercialisation, someone has to bear the cost to
enable manufacturers to keep developing — so thank you, early adopters.
During our initial roundtable discussion on pool cleaning systems, as well
as subsequent input from other industry
members who were invited to give us

his own pool. That said, he’s quick to
point out that improvements in some of
the other cleaning options have delivered
a better product.
“Robotic cleaners and improved geared
cleaners are the recent advances in the
market — technology improvement of
robotic cleaners, such the introduction
of remotes, swivels, quick draining and
improved reliability.
“I believe there is still a very low level
of awareness of robotic pool cleaners.
Also, most people know of diaphragm
cleaners, which they still refer to as
Kreepy Kraulies, but I believe the majority still don’t know much about geared
cleaners. There are suction cleaners that
are now designed to better suit variable
speed pumps, such as incorporating the
specially designed throats. In-floor cleaning is still not well known and there is a
low penetration in the market,” he said.
Goh thinks that ease of use and more
user-friendly features have been the focus in new developments and that the
customer benefits.
“For example, robotic cleaners have
been equipped with remotes, which allow
the end user to guide the cleaner to spot
cleaning. In-floor is an integrated system
and eliminates the need to put in and
pull out a cleaner, plus they can be easily
automated. In-floor systems can now be
operated by single pump configurations
with a decent-sized variable speed pump.
“In-floor also circulates the water and
chemicals effectively, decreases chemical
usage and improves heating efficiency, so
it provides the pool builder the opportunity
to up-sell and make a good additional
profit on the build and to provide the
end user a better experience,” he said.
It’s not just in-floor that offers additional benefit, however. According to
Goh, robotic pool cleaners are worth
the money because of ongoing benefits.
“Robotic cleaners aren’t dependent on
the filtration pump and therefore provide
the opportunity to decrease operating
costs by allowing a variable speed pump
to be operated at a low speed setting.
“They also reduce filter maintenance,
as the debris is collected within the
cleaner and also it frees up the pool
skimmer, plus it improves the pool water
circulation.”
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SELLING THE DREAM

He thinks the notable shift towards
robotics in the last few years is because
there’s an opportunity to make money.
“There’s an opportunity for pool retailers
to make more money from each sale and
this has driven more and more retailers
to offer robotic cleaners,” he said.
“There has also been vast improvement in the technology. The emergence
of variable speed pumps has created a
market for alternative cleaners to suction
cleaners so that the pump can be operated at a much lower speed.
“The retail price of robotic cleaners has
come down considerably, making robotic
cleaners more affordable, and there’s
the additional functionality, performance
improvement, easier maintenance and
the introduction of new product features
such as the swivel to eliminate cord
tangling,” he said.
But, as it always does, it all comes
back to knowing what you’re selling and
Goh is a believer in training.
“Training is very important to help
develop an understanding of each cleaning option. The reseller must understand
the suitability of the cleaner’s features
and how they align with their customers’
needs. Understand the benefits of new
cleaning technology and to be able to
communicate them to the customer. Sales
training is also important to provide the

reseller the required skill set to up-sell
the end user to higher end cleaners,” he
said. Which brings us back to in-floor.
Some of our roundtable panel members
mentioned speaking with clients that were
disappointed that an in-floor solution had
never been offered to them at the design
stage. Who can say why this is the case,
but the popularity of in-floor in overseas
markets, such as the United States, suggests that it will become a more broadly
adopted option here in years to come.
Goh thinks the sheer size of the market
in the US is a major influence.
“Because of the competition in the
US, affordability of in-floor systems is
better in the US. Some builders in the
US equip nearly every pool they build
with an in-floor system,” he said.
“Improving awareness is key to the
success of in-floor and also improving its
affordability. There are now more choices
in in-floor systems available as well as
technological improvements. Australian
builders are becoming more confident
about in-floor systems as a result of the
improvements of their performance,” he
said. Whether this means we will see a
marked increase in sales of these systems over the next few years remains to
be seen, but as long as we’ve got early
adopters out there, someone will be
willing to buy, so it never hurts to ask.
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POOL KNOWLEDGE ...
While he may be new to the Jim’s Pool Care family, Chris Newman has
over 16 years of industry experience. That cumulative knowledge has contributed to his success over the last 12 months and enabled him to take out
top honours as the 2015 Jim’s Pool Care Franchisee of the Year. Newman has
some pretty clear opinions when it comes to what success looks like. “Everyone
has a different perspective on success,” he said.
“For me, it is making great money and working for myself. I love having no boss
to answer to and being able to start and finish whenever I want.”
But he knows there are a few things that he needs to do to ensure he can
achieve that freedom. Not surprisingly, customer service is a huge focus.
“You have to treat your customers with respect and you have to provide them
with great pool solutions. It’s not enough to just be the cheapest; you have to give
your customers the best possible solution for their needs. That means listening
and understanding the specifics of every situation.
“Most importantly, you have to do what you say you will do: stick to your word,
show up on time and explain the job to the client if it’s required,” he said. This
might all sound pretty obvious, but the reality is that many service providers simply
don’t adhere to this mindset.
For someone just starting out in the industry, Newman has a wealth of information to share.
“If you are starting out fresh, as I did with Jim’s only 12 months ago, you need
to be prepared to put in the effort,” he said. He’s not just talking about customer
service, either. “You need to look at everything,” he said.
“Every part of the business requires effort. You need to look at your marketing;
to take part in every training opportunity and supplier information session that is
on offer — and there are many. Once you’re at these sessions, don’t just sit there
taking it in. You have to ask questions — lots of questions.”
“I have always felt that to succeed in business, you need to provide great
service and work hard,” he said.
“That may sound simple but, as we all know, this is a seasonal business. When
the work is ‘on’, you need to be prepared to work long days, to work weekends
and always be prepared to take on extra jobs.”
The seasonal aspect of the industry means you also need to think about the
slow times and plan for when things become quieter. Newman is also big supporter
of national standards and accreditation within the pool industry.
“I believe the industry should be working towards accreditation. We are dealing
with the health and safety of swimming pools that people are trusting you to know
what to do with. Jim’s have pushed us all to attain the accreditation that I achieved
last year — a nationally recognised Certificate III and IV in Pool and Spa Service.
This will be important for the industry and pool technicians in the future,” he said.
Newman says he’s lucky to have a wealth of experience due to his 16 years
in the industry, but values the assistance he receives through being a franchisee.
“There’s great benefit in being part of some type of association — anything that
gives you the ability to network and share,” he said.
“Whether that’s as a franchisee, or a member of an industry body like SPASA,
having access to other industry members and being able to tap into all of that
additional experience is invaluable. As long as you are open to everything and
willing to learn, you can’t go wrong.”
And as Jim’s Pool Care Franchisee of the Year, he should know.
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CHRIS NEWMAN
Jims Pool Care

Chris Newman is a recent addition
to the Jim’s Pool Care franchise.
After starting out 12 months ago,
he’s just been named the 2015
Franchisee of the Year.
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Zodiac is excited to introduce our latest and greatest pool pump ever...
Features include:
• Amazing 9-star energy rating,
thanks to its variable speed motor
In fact, we promise the FloPro VS is ‘built like a rhino and purrs
like a cat’ so that’s the theme of our summer campaign about to
make a big splash!
We expect big demand so better dive-in and stock up now.
Call your Zodiac representative today!

• 3-year guarantee
• AquaLink compatible
• Built super tough but runs
super quiet
• Includes battery backup within
controller

MAKING WAVES
New Guinness World Record for ‘World’s Largest Crystalline Lagoon’
Purification and filtration innovator Crystal Lagoons
has set a new Guinness World Record for the ‘World’s
Largest Manmade Crystal Clear Lagoon’, breaking its
own 2007 record for the iconic 8-hectare San Alfonso
del Mar crystal lagoon in Chile.
The new record holder is the 12.5-hectare lagoon
incorporated in the Citystars Sharm El Sheikh tourist
development in Egypt. Located in the middle of the
desert in one of the country’s most popular tourist
coastal areas, the project had a total investment of
$US5.5 billion.
Located on more than 750 hectares of land, the lagoon’s crystal
clear water is fed from underground wells. The company is already on
track to smash its own record, with a 40-hectare ‘mega lagoon’ planned
for the Mohammed Bin Rashid City District One development in Dubai.

New board announced for AILA
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Australia’s peak professional body for landscape architects, AILA,
has welcomed seven new members to its board, bringing with it a reenergised vision to empower landscape architects to lead the debate
on livable cities. The board, endorsed at the annual general meeting
during the Festival of Landscape Architecture, is a strong, determined
and creative leadership team committed to continuing the great work
achieved over the last few years.

at the forefront of developing the policies that shape our towns, cities
and regions,” said Bennett.
“Determined to improve our environment and the health, economic
and social fabric of our communities, landscape architects are critical to
planning and designing Australia’s future. They conceive, reimagine and
transform the outside world from streetscapes to parks and playgrounds,
transport solutions to tourism strategies, new suburbs and even cities.”
Bennett has over 18 years practising as a landscape architect working
across Australia, the United Kingdom and China. His experience has been
wide and diverse at practices including HASSELL and Johnson Pilton
Walker (JPW), resulting in numerous national and state awards for many
projects including the design for the Sydney Light Rail, City of Salisbury
Landscape Plan, Gallipoli Underpass Coast to Coast Light Rail and Sydney
Olympic Park. He is passionate about living cities and the economic
benefits that applied design thinking provides in shaping Australia. Daniel
leads three diverse teams within the City of Adelaide including design
projects, design strategy and transport strategy, employing 12 landscape
architects across a diverse range of areas.
The AILA board is a diverse mix of talented landscapes architects
practising across private, public and academia sectors. The board
includes:

National award-winning Adelaide City Council Landscape Architect
and Design and Transport Manager Daniel Bennett, the new National
President for AILA, is committed to driving a strong public strategic
agenda for the membership. AILA has had an explosion of growth over
the last two years, including doubling membership from 1200 to over
2500, while driving a strong agenda on advocacy and raising the profile
of the profession.
“I am confident that the talented board we have will empower and
excite us, and the profession, to put the spotlight on landscape architects.
We’re growing our influence and voice to position landscape architects
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• President — Daniel Bennett, City of Adelaide (SA)
• Vice President — Angus Bruce, Head of Landscape Architecture,
HASSELL (NSW)
• Vice President — Malcolm Snow, Chief Executive, National Capital
Authority (ACT)
• Secretary — Sara Padgett Kjaersgaard, University of Western Australia (WA)
• Treasurer — Ashley Sheldrick, Director, GbLA Landscape Architects (VIC)
• Amalie Wright, Director, Landscapology (Qld)
• David Hatherly, Director and Owner, Vee Design (Qld)
• James Grant, Principal, JMD design (NSW)
• Jerry de Gryse, Director, Inspiring Place (Tas)
• Suzanne Moulis, Chief Executive, Moulis Legal (ACT)
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SPASA aligns
with SPLASH!

SPASA Australia has announced that next
year’s National Awards of Excellence will
be held in conjunction with the SPLASH!
Pool and Spa trade show. Executive director
Bryce Steele said, “SPASA Australia is
delighted to be able to play a significant
part in this event as people gather from all
around Australia to attend SPLASH! 2016.”
President Lynley Papineau added that the award categories have
been reviewed with the intent of harmonising them across Australia.
The event will be held at Jupiter’s on the Gold Coast in August 2016
and will comprise a two-day training and education program in addition
to the trade show.

Poolwerx announces
board appointments
Pool and spa care franchise Poolwerx has appointed two new board
members to enhance the strategic skill set of the group to include
international finance and marketing expertise.
Long-serving Poolwerx team member and chief financial officer
(CFO) Stephen Harris, along with newly appointed marketing director
and international franchise entrepreneur Troy Hazard, will take a seat
at the table for both the American and Australian/New Zealand boards.
Poolwerx board chairman Rod Young said the new appointments
were confirmed as a part of a long-term vision for the company’s
overseas expansion.
“Both Stephen and Troy provided vital guidance during the duediligence phase of our expansion planning, and their knowledge and
experience will continue to enhance the strategic vision of the board.
Poolwerx has significant further expansion as a key part of our fiveyear plan. The board and shareholders are very pleased they have
accepted these appointments, as they will add even more substance
to the governance of the corporation as we build Poolwerx into a
multinational industry leader,” he said.
Hazard, based in the USA, has been a long-term consultant to
CEO John O’Brien and assisted with the recent American acquisition
negotiations prior to joining the business in an official role.
“The business model John O’Brien has created ensures the
company has the right structure and brand qualities to make expansion
very accessible for Poolwerx. Part of my role is to help the business
reach its goal of becoming a truly global brand,” Hazard said.
Harris has been the company’s CFO for the past five years and will
lend the board his 20 years of experience
in setting up companies overseas.
“Throughout my career I have assisted
in setting up a number of companies
across Canada, the UK and New Zealand,
so I have the right finance acumen to assist
Poolwerx with its plans now and into the
future,” Harris said.
Both Harris and Hazard have served on
other boards around the world.
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MAKING WAVES
A focus on water safety

A first aid course could save a life, according to the Red Cross, and that
life could be a young child.
Children and young adults are particularly at risk — toddlers under
four account for one in 10 drowning fatalities, and young people from
15 to 24 account for 15%.

Ensure children are supervised when they go into the water, even if
they are strong swimmers; do not enter the water if someone appears
to be drowning, unless you are specifically trained; follow the basic life
support procedure and do not endanger yourself; and always call ‘000’
at the first opportunity to make sure help arrives as soon as possible.
A single day of training could potentially save the life of a friend or
family member this summer, and the Red Cross offers a wide range of
training courses in every state and territory.
First aid trainer Anthony Cameron believes at least one person in
every household should know first aid, stating, “First aid training is
something you should do for the people you love.”
“Having the skills and confidence to react and respond correctly
in an emergency can minimise the impact of an injury, assist with
recovery and even save a life,” he continued. “It means you can relax
a little more this summer.”
The funds generated from first aid training support the everyday work
of the Red Cross, such as providing breakfast for school children who
might otherwise go to school hungry; a daily phone call to check on the
welfare of an elderly person living alone; or clean water for families
from remote villages in Myanmar and Timor-Leste.
To reserve a place at the next Red Cross first aid course in
your area, or to purchase a Red Cross first aid kit online, go to
redcross.org.au/firstaid.

The benefits of greenwalls
30 years ago Mark Paul, former Horticulturist of the Year and founder
of The Greenwall Company, installed what is believed to be the very first
greenwall in Australia. Today, greenwalls have grown significantly in
popularity and, as a result, are more readily available in a variety of formats.
Paul says, “I’m proud of the fact that my first greenwall is still flourishing
today; however, I do warn DIY gardeners that it’s not as simple as planting
a few potted plants on a wall. There is a science to it, which has evolved
over the past 30 years and continues to do so.”
Greenwalls have always been admired for their aesthetic, which to
many is their initial appeal; however, the greening of internal and external
building facades and the installation of greenroofs goes far beyond visual
appeal.
The Greenwall Company believes there is opportunity to educate
everyone from government officials to home owners on the true
environmental and sustainable benefits a greenwall project can provide.
Paul identifies the many little known benefits of greening spaces:
• Greenwalls can be installed indoors or outdoors without size
limitations.
• There are countless creative possibilities — no two installations look
the same, which guarantees aesthetic impact.
• Greenwalls provide thermal isolation of any surface, providing energy
savings.
• The absorption of pollutants and noise improves acoustics.
• Plants increase relative humidity and air oxygenation while withdrawing
carbon from the atmosphere, reducing the greenhouse effect.
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• Greenwalls are constructed on a frame made of re-used and recycled
materials that is attached to the wall, preventing moisture contact.
• Automated drip reticulation systems minimise maintenance and reduce
water consumption.
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MAKING WAVES
AIS CEO joins Red Tape Reduction
Advisory Council
The CEO of Australian Innovative Systems (AIS), Elena Gosse,
is passionate about many topics including water disinfection,
innovation and diversity, but it’s her passion for small business and
Australian manufacturing that has earned her an invitation from The
Honourable Kate Jones MP, Minister for Small Business, to join the
Queensland Government’s Red Tape Reduction Advisory Council.
The eight-member council has been established to provide
the government with advice on red, green and blue tape areas
of most concern to small business and assist in providing a
business environment conducive to strong, profitable and globally
competitive businesses. Areas of focus include regulatory issues
that inhibit business growth, recommendations to reduce red
tape, new initiatives to streamline government processes and
recommendations on red, green and blue tape across at least three
industry sectors each year.
W i t h t h e i n a u g u ra l
meeting just completed,
Gosse said that she was
relishing the opportunity to
provide practical feedback to
government on behalf of the
manufacturing sector.
“AIS is a multi-award–
winning, Australian owned
and operated manufacturer
of commercial and residential
chlorine generators
and water disinfection
technology, Gosse said. “We
employ the equivalent of 50
full-time employees across
our three office and manufacturing facilities and have exported
our products to over 55 countries.”
Despite our success both here and abroad, there are still some
barriers for businesses like ours. Some include accessing suitably
qualified, ‘work-ready’ staff, particularly those straight out of
university; the fact that in some cases, Australian-manufactured
products are not given preference or specified in tenders for
large-scale projects; and the costs associated with promoting
Australian-made technology in overseas markets.
“I took the opportunity to raise all of these matters at the first Red
Tape Reduction Advisory Council meeting and was very impressed
by Minister Jones’ and my fellow council members’ willingness to
table these topics for further investigation.”
Elena said that she had joined the group to ensure that
Queensland manufacturers had representation at the highest levels
of business and government and to streamline small business.
“I commend the Queensland Government on this initiative.
Queensland’s reputation for innovation and the growth of our
economy depends on it.”
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filtration
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CHRIS PAPA
BUSINESS DIRECTOR, MAYTRONICS AUSTRALIA

What issues do you think the pool industry needs
educating on and why?

that fit their lifestyle. Inevitably those that pursue these clients with
a targeted strategy return higher profit.

Sales and customer service training — consumers are more educated
and researched than ever before. To be successful in meeting their
expectations we need to be armed ready with relevant skills and information to present our products and services. The days of technical
product brochures are well and truly behind us.

What do you think is the toughest challenge facing
the pool industry in the year ahead? How does
your company intend to address this challenge?

How can the pool industry ensure that consumers
see a pool as a worthwhile investment?
I believe this to be the role of national and local SPASA bodies. Use
member funds to advertise pools as great investments that increase
the value of homes, bring families together and fulfil the Australian
lifestyle dream of owning your own pool. The boating and travel
industries, our competitors, do this style of advertising very well. We
simply don’t market as a group and we should!

What key trends have you noticed in the industry?
A trend towards automation and energy efficiency, making pool life a
little easier and cheaper for the end consumer. Another key shift has
been the trend towards robotic pool cleaners, which is the fastest
growing category since salt chlorination in the ’90s.
We need to take the stigma that it’s hard and expensive, away
from swimming pool ownership. All end-user studies point to two
negatives, both when thinking about getting a pool and once people
have a pool — that they are a pain and hard to look after. As an
industry we need to change this end-user mindset — by demonstrating
that this is no longer the case. The industry has changed with many
products making life easier, but the end-user perceptions have not.

What direction do you think the industry will take in
the year ahead?
It’s a positive outlook for the industry, which is nice to see. Franchise
groups seem to be getting stronger and stronger, and in line with
this, independent pool shops are starting to align themselves with
supplier programs to get the best of both worlds — independence
plus shared thinking.

How should the pool industry change its thinking to
remain relevant in today’s market?
The mindset of the most successful industry operators has shifted
away from the basics of pool ownership and maintenance (repair
and replace) to focus on high-value items that consumers are now
looking for through their own research. Whether it be pool service,
retail or construction, consumers are looking for personalised solutions

WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU

The toughest challenge in the years ahead are balancing the very
important needs of local service and support, with the ever-changing
global marketplace and global information flow created by the internet.
This has created many opportunities to promote, educate and share
detailed information with the consumer, but comes with risks around
small internet resellers undermining the pool industry. Thankfully, the
industry is now well aware of this threat and in time (hopefully) all
manufacturers and distributors in the professional sector in general
will harness it without undermining the long-term goals of the industry.

What do you see as the biggest growth
opportunities for your company in 2016?
The continuation of the robotic pool cleaner revolution. We believe we
are still in the early stages of this shift when we compare with Europe
and now the US market. These markets see robots accounting for
up to 70–80% of all cleaner sales. Australia is a long way short of
that but is getting closer each year. The other great opportunity for
us is in the commercial pool cleaner market, which so far has not
seen the significant penetration like the domestic market.

What’s new for your company in 2016?
We will launch a new commercial cleaner to tackle the medium to
large commercial market. It will have some world-first features, be
compact in size and well priced for the commercial centre.
We all expect to continue the education and training program
around the full suite of new products that we introduced last year.
These award-winning products have set the new benchmark for robotic cleaners — with features such as being smartphone enabled.
Chris Papa is the Business Director
of Maytronics and a very well-known
identity in the industry. Chris has
been instrumental in building the
Maytronics business and Dolphin
brand of robotic pool cleaners since
Maytronics Australia was first established as a stand-alone entity in 2011.
Chris is committed to support the
local dealer network to ensure both
Maytronics and its dealers continue
to go from strength to strength.
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CLIFF COOKE
MANAGING DIRECTOR, COOKE INDUSTRIES AND COOKES POOLS & SPAS

What issues do you think the pool industry
needs educating on?

What do you plan to do in the 2016 winter
season to keep your business going?

Product knowledge is an issue across our industry. Being a pool
builder is tough because the range of pool and spa products,
accessories and components is increasing rapidly and it’s nearly
impossible to be across everything. Being a service tech is more
challenging because they’ve also got to understand the various
systems and components already in pools.
Understanding existing and new products, how they work,
what their advantages and benefits are, what their limitations
are, and learning how to apply these options at each site is a
challenge. With every challenge, however, there is an opportunity.
Understanding these options is the best value offering you have.
It will separate you from the internet and competitors, and help
you increase sales.

Winter is an exciting time in our business because it provides
an opportunity to recuperate, reset and prepare for the season
ahead. We’re just as busy through winter as we are in summer
because we increase production to ensure we don’t run out of
stock when the season does get serious.
Winter is a time for us to improve our business and our
products. We believe it is just as important to prepare for the
future as it is to finish today’s work.
We also use the winter months to spend quality time with
new clients, helping them understand the advantages of our
systems and teaching them how to translate that into sales
success. Our network of builders can sell more pools by using
our systems and we can help them develop their sales skills to
exploit that advantage.

How should the pool industry change its
thinking to remain relevant in today’s market?
The future is just a day away and our industry needs to embrace it. Buyer behaviour is constantly evolving and consumers
will leave us behind if we don’t improve our offering to reflect
their new expectations.
Customers have the world at their fingertips with smartphones
and they can research everything, at any time in any place. The
days of telling a customer what to include in their pool are over.
Our approach should be to listen to customers and propose a
package which suits their lifestyle and budget. Remember, every
client is different and we must treat them as such.

What’s new for your company in 2016?
We’re excited about our new pool and spa drain that has just
hit the market. The drain lid can be filled with a render, pebble
or tile finish to make it almost invisible in any concrete project.
This provides a huge selling advantage for builders as it is a
much more appealing look for the pool owner.
The drain can be used in all residential and commercial
projects as a single suction point drawing up to 860 L/min. It
was already the most effective debris removal drain. Its new lid
also makes it the best looking drain.

What do you see as the biggest growth
opportunities for your company in 2016?
We’re excited about the future because our range of products is
suited to the future of the pool industry, not the past.
We’ve got a great range of auto levellers, in-floor cleaning
systems and circulation systems which suit almost every client
and budget. Importantly, our systems were developed for use
with variable speed pumps and they offer significant ongoing
cost savings.
Total running costs of $130–$150 per year for a circulation
system and only $400–$500 for a full in-floor cleaning system
are amazingly efficient and cannot be matched. That’s great value
for the end user and our builders use that to set themselves
apart from their competition.
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Cliff established Cookes Pools & Spas
in 1978 and hasn’t looked back. The
business began building concrete
pools and has expanded to include
fibreglass pools, a service business
and a fully equipped spa showroom
and retail store. Cliff also established
Cooke Industries as manufacturer of
the Water Witch and distributor of
QuikClean in-floor cleaning.
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WES HOBSON
GENERAL MANAGER SALES, MARKETING AND STRATEGIC PLANNING

What issues do you think the pool industry needs
educating on?
New technologies, in particular LED lighting, are transforming both
new and existing pools. There is still room for an increase in industry
awareness of the multitude of options available. Spa Electrics wants
to ensure the industry has the knowledge to enable it to safely install
and sell our products.
As the market leader in swimming pool lighting, Spa Electrics also
sees a need to educate the industry on the benefits of checking all
swimming pool lighting for signs of wear and tear.

As other leisure activities compete for the
consumer dollar, how can the pool industry
ensure that consumers see a pool as a worthwhile
investment?
With the increasingly busy Australian lifestyle, swimming pool ownership
is a great way of connecting with family and friends. With technology
driving activities which separate the family unit, a swimming pool
brings the family together and provides a fun, relaxing and unique
way to socialise and reconnect.

What key trends have you noticed in the industry?
With the average Australian having many demands on their time,
pool owners are increasingly searching for technologies to make their
pools self-regulating. This technology includes smartphone apps which
allow the user to control all aspects of pool equipment on the go.
These technologies are driving innovation and will no doubt impact
the direction of the industry in the future.

What direction do you think the industry will take
in the year ahead?
With the rapid housing growth throughout Australia, the large Australian
backyard is becoming a rarity. Compact housing lots are providing the
industry with creative opportunities to nestle the backyard swimming
pool into these compact spaces. Innovative designs and creative
landscaping are providing owners of these compact allotments the
opportunity of pool ownership and enjoyment.

How should the pool industry change its thinking
to remain relevant in today’s market?
Spa Electrics always pays close attention to the changing demands
of the market and is therefore always at the forefront of the latest
market trends. We are constantly striving to improve our products
and parts in any way, shape or form no matter how small the
change. As an industry we need to remain focused on the overall
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pool ownership experience by staying abreast of the latest trends
and providing a good knowledge base when discussing the benefits
of constructing a swimming pool.

What do you see as the biggest growth
opportunities for you company in 2016?
Over the past few years we have been working hard to build strong
relationships with our overseas partners and undertaking market
research to understand the versatile markets. Due to this we have
now successfully exported a large quantity of our products into South
East Asia, United States and Canada. The fantastic response from
overseas partners has been the spark in creating our ever-growing
export department. This is a fantastic opportunity for the company
and we aim to ensure it grows into 2016 and further into the future.
Domestically, the Spa Electrics retro program is still a large area
of growth. With the average Australian aspiring to make their lifestyles
more ecofriendly, changing all their lights to LED is usually one of
the first tasks. Our retro program ensures the retail stores have
the knowledge and the tools to replace most lights on the market.

What do you plan to do in the 2016 winter season
to keep your business going?
At Spa Electrics we use the winter season to do most of our planning
for the up-and-coming summer season. We ensure all the systems
are in place during the winter season to ensure a better and more
efficient summer season. This time is when our export department
is at its busiest as the US and Canadian summer season are the
opposite of Australia.
Over the last 35 years, Spa Electrics has continued to grow
and has provided many new employment opportunities for the local
economy. The rapid growth experienced is in no small part due to
the planning and organisation we put in place each winter so that
we are ready for the summer ahead.
With years of experience in strategic planning and sales, Wes
Hobson has been a welcome addition to the Spa Electrics team,
both as a General Manager and a part owner. Since buying
into the business in May 2015, with his wife Fiona, Wes has
brought with him a vast amount of knowledge and expertise.
His background as a General Manager for Repco has given Spa
Electrics a fresh outlook, complementing the fantastic staff who
have years of industry experience.
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PROJECT COMPLETE
AN IMMEDIATE RETURN ON
INVESTMENT

New equipment recently installed at West Wallsend
Swim Centre, Lake Macquarie, will shave about
$50,000 off operational costs and reduce water usage
by up to 70% a year.
Lake Macquarie City Council’s Manager Leisure
Services Brad Sutton said the centre has already
seen cost and energy efficiencies since reopening in
June this year.
“When we received our first energy bill since
upgrading the centre, we were delighted to see that
we have cut our energy costs in half,” Sutton said.
“We expect to reduce our water usage by up to
70%, thanks to a new ultrafine filtration system. This
system, along with a new ultraviolet (UV) disinfection
treatment, has also reduced our reliance on chemicals. Since the
upgrade, the water sparkles and surpasses the government’s water
quality benchmarks.
“The upgrade also involved the installation of highly efficient heat
pumps that use thermal solar energy to preheat the water — offsetting
running costs of the pumps. On top of this, a new air conditioning,
dehumidifier and temperature control unit have provided staff and
visitors a more ambient atmosphere as well as providing energy and
cost savings.”
Sutton said pools — especially heated facilities — are typically
resource-hungry, but there is now technology available that can improve
the quality of water and reduce our reliance on the use of chemicals,
power and more water.
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“That’s why this is the first of our six swim centres
scheduled for upgrades.”
Originally, the West Wallsend Swim Centre was
set to undergo a standard upgrade to bring its circa1970s plant equipment into the 21st century, but after
the designers were faced with unforeseen issues,
the council decided to use the extended amount of
closure time needed to fix the problems, to revitalise
the centre as a vibrant multipurpose leisure centre.
“Initially, the main purpose of the works was
to ensure the facility met water quality guidelines
released by the NSW Department of Health,” Sutton
said.
“When the designers hit a roadblock early in the
process, and needed to dig up the concourse among other works, the
council decided to bring forward additional structural renewal work
originally planned to be carried out over the next five years.
“Council invested $3.3 million on the project, which also involved
refurbishing indoor rooms to allow for additional fitness and wellbeing
programs that would increase efficiency and decrease operational costs,
and revitalising areas such as the entry, reception and kiosk to improve
the overall experience for visitors.
“The renewal works to West Wallsend will ensure the facility
continues to meet anticipated demand into the future, uphold council’s
commitment to reducing its eco footprint and be financially sustainable.”
West Wallsend Swim Centre
www.lakemac.com.au
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LIGHTING UP THE NIGHT
Dannielle Furness

An often overlooked element, lighting plays an important part in any poolscaping project, providing
both aesthetic and functional benefits.

P

oolscaping can have a dramatic effect on the ambience of a pool area. Just as planting and furniture
can bring a design to life and provide clients with
valuable additional outdoor living space, so too lighting plays a key role. Well-placed lighting can clearly
define and improve the overall feel of an outdoor space, so it’s
worthwhile considering a lighting design at the planning stage and
involving a specialist lighting designer if it’s appropriate. If you
decide to go it alone, here are a few pointers to get you started.

Fit for the task
First and foremost, you’ll need to identify what the space is to
be used for. When considering gazebos, patios and other outdoor
rooms, there are obvious considerations determined by the practical
demands of the area such as food preparation, dining, reading or
watching television. If the primary use is entertaining and dining,
then relatively low light levels will suffice, so there’s no need to
light up the space like a Christmas warehouse sale. In this instance, it’s all about the ambience and creating an environment
that allows home owners and their guests to relax. If there is a
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requirement for task lighting — such as food preparation, reading,
or entry and exit from an indoor space — then higher lighting
levels will be required, but these light sources can generally be
limited to the immediate work area.

Getting into the garden
A landscape designer can provide assistance when it comes to
highlighting objects and feature trees or other planted items.
The key to developing attractive garden lighting is the colour
temperature of the selected light sources. Colour temperature is
measured on a Kelvin (K) scale — the higher the number, the
cooler the tone. Cooler colour temperatures emit a bluish light,
which most designers will suggest avoiding. A warmer colour
temperature creates a more inviting atmosphere, so you should
opt for lamps that are below 3000K.
The death of the incandescent lamp was a blow to many designers, as it emitted what was often considered a perfect colour.
In the days since the ban, developments in halogen, fluorescent
and LED technology have improved things somewhat, with more
flattering light now available in these options. The longevity and
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POOLSCAPING

THE KEY TO DEVELOPING ATTRACTIVE
GARDEN LIGHTING IS THE COLOUR
TEMPERATURE.

incorporates a lighting control system, it should be possible to
integrate garden lighting into the existing network and to create
some basic control scenarios including timed or sensed events,
such as changes when either motion or light is detected.

© karenfoleyphoto/Dollar Photo Club

Harness the elements

low energy requirement of LEDs in particular makes them a sensible choice for outdoor lighting, despite their higher initial cost.

Perfect placement
Care needs to be taken when considering lighting placement,
particularly for pathways, steps, driveways and other points of
passage. None of these applications require particularly high light
levels, but incorrect placement or direction can create glare, making movement through the space difficult or dangerous.
If the aim is to highlight features or create ambience, ensure
that light fittings are focused away from the viewer’s eyes, or
initial reflectors and shielding to help guide the light. Generally
speaking, keep garden lighting low to the ground. If the aim is to
create a wash of light, position the fitting far enough away from
the feature to create a wash of light, rather than a direct beam.

Poetry in motion
Motion detectors are a great way of ensuring that lighting in
little used areas of the garden is not left on unnecessarily, yet
facilitates a safe pathway should it be required. If the house
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Solar lighting takes out the guesswork and minimises the need
for other forms of control; but once again, placement is the key
to efficient use of these fittings. If the aim is to highlight trees or
foliage, you’ll need to make sure that the solar panel is exposed
to enough natural light during the day to perform adequately once
the sun goes down. If the purpose is to provide pathway lighting,
access to direct sunlight is even more important.
Fortunately, Australia enjoys its fair share of sunlight, with
most major cities on the mainland (sorry Tasmania) averaging
in excess of 240 sunny days per year. This makes solar lighting
particularly suitable for Australian gardens.

Protecting the investment
A well-designed lighting installation adds value for the home
owner, so it should be protected to ensure a long life span.
Anything that is open to the elements will naturally degrade over
time, so consider the geographic location of the project and the
likelihood of exposure to the elements. In addition to the obvious requirement for weatherproof fittings, exposure to salt air
in seaside locations will also impact the most appropriate light
fitting selection, or the requirement for additional equipment to
protect those fittings.

Think ahead
Today’s home owners are more discerning than ever before. Most
will demand a seamless transition between indoor and outdoor
spaces and see the pool and surrounding area as an extension
of their living space. Lighting shouldn’t be an afterthought, so
begin the discussions early and determine the client’s expectations
when it is still relatively simple to incorporate any foundational
requirements, such as wiring. Discuss budget and work with other
industry professionals who can provide valuable design expertise,
including landscape architects and lighting specialists.
The addition of a well-designed lighting scheme not only
takes the garden to a whole new level, but importantly makes a
showcase of the pool and other exterior architectural elements.
Beyond the aesthetic, lighting extends the usability of a space
by making the area safe, as well as inviting, even after the sun
has gone down.
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POOLSCAPING
Pool+Spa editor Dannielle Furness spoke
with Matt Leacy, Director of Landart
Landscapes.

ASK AN EXPERT
Pool+Spa: Matt, tell us a bit about your
background.
Matt Leacy: I started my training in
construction and design about 20 years
ago and started Landart in the year 2000.
Since then, we have gone on to provide a
service for our clients that covers everything
outside the house. Design, construction
and the ongoing maintenance of pools
and landscapes is what creates amazing
spaces. You can’t have a good design
without the build or the maintenance that
ensures it grows and matures in line with
the design intent. A property needs to be
considered holistically, even if you are just
putting in a pool.
P+S: Do you work across residential and
commercial environments? If so, what are
the greatest differences between the two
from a design perspective?
ML: We predominantly work in residential,
though we do a bit in commercial — mainly
hotels and bars. The main difference in
this regard is considering how the space
will be treated in the early hours of the
morning and making sure it remains safe
and looking good, no matter how under the
weather the patrons might be!
P+S: At what part of the process should a
pool builder make contact with a landscape
designer, and when should the client be
involved?
ML: The earlier the better. There will be
many things that a designer will consider
that the pool builder may not have taken
the time to think about. A client should
research the landscape designer they like
and the pool builder they like and bring
them together. Alternatively, they could
look for a joint venture or a company that
covers both.
P+S: What are the downsides of getting the
timing wrong, and who is impacted — landscape designer, pool builder or homeowner?
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ML: If a project isn’t considered holistically, it will most likely cost the owner.
Even if it doesn’t cost them money, it will
cost them in time and stress. Spend the
time in the planning; get that right and
the rest of the project will come together
a lot smoother than one without good
detail drawings.
P+S: What is the best way to ensure that
three-way communication remains open, and
what are the pitfalls of leaving the client out
of the design process?
ML: Unless the client asks to be left
out of the process, they should always be
across what they are paying a large amount
of money for. Surprises are never good on
any project. A regular on-site meeting at
least once a week — or more, depending
on the size of the job — with all three
parties is a good way to check timeframes,
changes, details, etc.
P+S: We live in a time of increasing temperatures. What impact does this have on
the design of a pool and surrounds?
ML: Choosing materials that don’t get
too hot underfoot or that have a harsh
appearance helps to soften the space and
create a more relaxing feel. Keeping lush
gardens and some grass within the pool
space makes it more inviting and cool.
P+S: How do design requirements change
according to the needs of a client? Is there
a big difference between a family-focused
design and a space used for lap swimming,
for example?
ML: In general, the requirements are
different but the basic fundamentals are
the same. A good balance between hard
and soft areas, space to maintain and get
around the pool — though this can be
reduced if there are not going to be any
kids running around. A comfortable seating/
lounge area is always nice to have.
P+S: Is this even important, or can you

adopt more of a one-size-fits-all approach
when it comes to planting?
ML: Definitely not. All landscapes, pools,
clients and houses are different and unique
in one way or another.
P+S: What are some of the value-added
elements that can be incorporated into the
design of a pool and surround areas without
running the risk of overcapitalisation on a
property?
ML: The main thing is to get the detail
right: the finishes (internal and external),
the water level, etc. You can have a basic
shape that, with the right finishes and detail,
looks different to any other pool.
P+S: What has been the biggest change in
the last 10 years with regard to design and
building trends, as well as customer involvement/engagement?
ML: Clients are a lot more savvy now.
They often understand the value of good
design and planning and are happy to invest
in this to ensure they get a premium end
product. There are a lot more companies
offering good design and build services for
landscape and pools, which makes it a lot
easier for people to not have to deal with
too many parties. Building products have
improved, which people will start to see
the benefits of in the future. Pool filtration
has come a long way. Also, there are a
lot more options available now besides just
salt or chlorine.
P+S: What do you see as the biggest challenge in the next 10 years, and what trends
do you think will prevail?
ML: Pool fencing is an ongoing challenge. Councils keep moving the goalposts,
making it harder and harder for anyone to
be sure what they are installing today will
be compliant tomorrow. I think the next
10 years will see further development in
terms of natural pool filtration; I believe it
is of interest to most people.
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SINGLE-CHANNEL DRAIN
The QuikClean Anti-Vortex Single Channel (AVSC)
Drain from Cooke Industries sits flush within the
pool floor and virtually disappears beneath its
pebble, render or tile finish lid.
The AVSC effectively removes debris as all suction is drawn through the
drain. Secondary safety suctions are not required as the AVSC can connect to
two pumps drawing a combined 860 L/min. Dual suction ports also make the
AVSC suitable for spas.
The AVSC is available in five colours — black, blue, gold, grey and white —
and colour inserts which allow users to change the drain colour.
Cooke Industries
www.cookeindustries.com.au

When your Pool Lighting is looking a bit dated...
Concrete + Fibreglass + Vinyl
Flush Mounted + Surface Mounted

New Pools + a Retro-Fit for Every Application

www.aquaquip.com.au

Wide range of Retro-Fit LED lights available for popular brands of Surface Mounted and Recessed Pool Lights.
NEW SOUTH WALES
AQUA-QUIP
+61 2 9643 8338

QUEENSLAND
RAINBOW POOL PRODUCTS
+61 7 3849 5385

VICTORIA
RELTECH AUSTRALIA
+61 3 9459 3838

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
POOL POWER
+61 8 8362 6325

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
CHADSON ENGINEERING
+61 8 9344 3611

ZODIAC
NATIONALLY
1800 688 552
AQ P&SR 1115
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PROJECT COMPLETE
URBAN OASIS

The clients of a Manly beach house wanted to create a tropical urban oasis
inspired by the resorts of South-East Asia. The brief given to the Land
Forms design team was to transform the small and seldom-used backyard
into an extension of the internal living area, creating a new space for both
entertainment and relaxation.
The Land Forms design team was also engaged to come up with a
landscaping concept for the entire block to tie the new additions seamlessly
into the rest of the outdoor areas. This required a complete re-imagining
of existing surrounds in order to create new multi-use areas and improved
functionality. This project was suited to a poolscaping approach because
the landscaping and pool building works were so intimately linked.
Land Forms prepared and lodged the development application
submission to council for the new pool and spa, covered decking pergola off
the living area, carport extension and associated retaining and landscaping
works. The benefits of combining the pool construction with the landscaping
of the site were already realised during the design phase; however, it was
during construction that the benefits became especially apparent.
Tight site access made it absolutely critical that construction of the
pool was done in conjunction with, and consideration of, the surrounding
landscaped areas. The site was fully cleared and the synergies of
completing the pool and landscape job were evident. During the excavation
for the pool, the site drainage, services and structural retaining walls
were excavated and constructed. A stormwater absorption pit was also
excavated under the adjoining turf area simultaneously, representing
significant time and cost savings.
The pool structure itself was linked into the surrounding landscape
elements. The wet-edge style creates a seamless look between the pool
and spa and the surrounding tiled and turf garden areas. The wet edge of
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the pool required a concrete ballast tank to be constructed to handle the
displacement of water, which was also designed to act as the structural
footing for a new brick shed. Access to the tank, including pool and spa
equipment, is concealed under the shed floor, allowing the remaining space
in the shed to be utilised as much-needed storage for the growing family.
The pool and spa were fully tiled using large-format, natural blue
stone tiles sourced from Bali, which required a unique build approach
to accommodate their scale — the pool was built without any radius in
the corners or flooring, meaning all joins and angles are entirely square.
Granite stone was laid to all seat and step areas, as well as on either side
of the wet edge coping, to create a beautiful visual and textural contrast to
the blue stone tiles of the pool interior.
While the pool construction was being finished, the remaining landscape
works were also completed. This included an extension to the internal
living area, with a new covered deck and alfresco area. The pool fencing
requirements and level change from living area to the pool level were solved
by the design of the new deck, which incorporated informal seating with
built-in storage steps and garden planter spaces. Because Land Forms was
responsible for building the entire project, there was no crossover between
contractors and the overall project timeline was reduced. The benefits of
approaching the pool and landscape as one project were realised through
the entire process of design and construction. By approaching the site as a
whole, the pool was seamlessly integrated into the landscaping, becoming a
part of the overall garden instead of a feature in the garden. The result is a
private tropical oasis, both luxurious and practical; a small slice of tropical
resort life in Sydney which will be enjoyed by the family for years to come.
Land Forms Pty Ltd
www.landforms.com.au
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Protect your client’s
poolscaping investment
Megan Flower, General Manager, Landscaping Victoria
Attention, pool builders: would you arrange for an unlicensed
plumber or electrician to work on a job you have put your name
to? No chance. So why should it be any different for trade
work when it comes to poolscaping? There’s a wheelbarrowload of reasons why you should be mindful about who you
recommend to your client to carry out the landscaping work
around your beautifully constructed pool, and that starts with
using someone who is a registered building practitioner (RBP).1
It’s as simple as asking the question of your proposed landscape practitioner: are you registered? You can start by finding
a list of registered landscapers, searchable via name, at www.
landscapingvictoria.com.au. Alternatively, you can check their
registration status with the VBA at www.vba.vic.gov.au.
In days gone by, it was all too easy for a self-professed green
thumb to buy a ute and a shovel and call themselves a
‘landscaper’. A few years ago, the Victorian Government and
Victorian Building Authority (VBA) instigated a major crackdown
in removing these rogue elements. New laws now penalise operators who don’t hold the relevant registrations and insurances.
As the peak industry body in Victoria, Landscaping Victoria
has taken a leading stance on this matter so that all existing
members and new applicants who perform structural works
and are entered into the membership category of ‘registered
landscape builder’ must hold RBP registration in the category
of DB-L Structural Landscaping as a minimum.
Registered landscape builders come armed with specific knowledge and insights that ensure quality, professionalism and
law-abiding workmanship. It’s why checking that the person
you’re hiring is a registered building practitioner is the first
critical step you should take when considering landscaping
around a pool.2
If the design of the area includes structural elements such as
retaining walls, pergolas and gazebos, decking, screens and
(some forms of) paving, the council jurisdiction in which the
works are being undertaken may require a permit. If the job
is valued at over $5000, only a registered building practitioner
can obtain those permits and legally perform the work. They are
also obligated to issue a formal written contract which meets
the requirements of the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995.
If permits are required, detailed drawings of the proposed
landscaping works must be provided by a draftsman, an architect experienced in landscaping or by the registered building
practitioner who will be carrying out the works. The drawings
must be particular to your site and include information on
the proposed works to demonstrate compliance with building
regulations, codes and standards.
Further, under current law, jobs over $16,000 need to be
covered by domestic building insurance, which only a practitioner with RBP can provide. Starting to see why registration
is so important?
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Jacqueline Early, a member of Landscaping Victoria and the
co-director of Str8line Landscaping, shares a cautionary tale:
“Too often we work with clients having to pull down retaining
walls or remove paving due to errors made by inexperienced,
untrained landscapers. It pays to be vigilant,” she says.
Often an unregistered landscaper will appear to be more costeffective to the job, but ask yourself what the true price will
be when something goes wrong and your client is faced with
rectification works and/or possible legal costs, not to mention
the emotional strain caused by these situations.
For information regarding building registration requirements in
states other than Victoria, please refer to your state landscaping body for further direction and information.
1
It should be noted that if you elect to subcontract the poolscaping work and you do not hold the appropriate registration
yourself (ie, DB-U Unlimited or DB-L in Structural Landscaping),
then failing to comply with these legal requirements puts you
at risk of delivering building outcomes that are not safe, fit
for purpose or compliant with minimum building standards.
As the named contract holder, it is you who will be fined or
have your own RBP in Pool Building
(DB-L S) revoked. For the purpose
of this article, it is assumed that
the landscaper will hold a contract
directly with the client to complete
the required poolscaping/landscaping works.
2
Works that do not include structural
elements can be carried out by qualified landscapers who do not hold RBP.
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POOL SAFETY

SHOULD POOLS BAN
CERTAIN RISKY DIVES?
New research suggests that banning ‘risky’ dive forms in public pools has no discernable effect on a
reduction in diving-related injuries.

D

iving-related injuries became an area of concern in
the United States after a study by the Center for
Injury and Research Policy was published in Pediatrics journal in 2008. The study estimated that
from 1990 through 2006, young people under the
age of 19 were treated in emergency departments for 111,000
injuries due to diving-related accidents. It was determined that
those in the 10- to 14-year age group were particularly at risk
and that 80% of instances were from dive heights of one metre
or less. It is common practice for public pools to restrict certain
types of ‘demanding’ dives for fear of risk, which a new study
argues deprives divers of a chance to practice and progress.
The study, ‘Board Diving Regulations in Public Swimming Pools
and Risk of Injury’, conducted by Dr Dave Williams and Louise
Odin of the School of Psychology and Sports Sciences, University of Hertfordshire, England, provides “a first and small step
in an area popularly associated with risk, yet significantly underresearched”. It appeared in the online version of the international
journal Risk Analysis, a publication of the multidisciplinary Society
for Risk Analysis.
The authors surveyed 20 public pools in the United Kingdom
about enforced diving rules and incidence of injury during the
previous 12 months. The goal was to see if any link could be
established between the harshness of regulation and the number
of accidents that occurred. Results indicated that “it does not
appear to matter how many dive forms are regulated or not during public sessions in terms of the injury incidence in the previous year. Permitting only a limited number of dive forms does
not appear to be associated with fewer incidents.” Dr Williams,
a senior lecturer in psychology, said that the study, “found no
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link between the strictness of regulation and dive-related injury
incidence in the previous 12 months”.
“The policy of permitting some dive forms while banning others in public diving sessions may be less effective than imagined
because it may overlook people’s natural tendency to attempt
only that which they feel reasonably capable of achieving based
upon their past experience,” he said.
He suggests that a policy of barring some dives “may mistake
that which appears risk-laden, with genuine levels of risk in a
managed setting”.
The study authors suggest that perceived risk is actually outweighed by the health and other benefits that children gain from
diving and swimming in public pools, including improved swimming
skills that reduce the potential for drowning.
A second complementary study compared perceptions about
diving risk among 22 club divers and 22 non-divers. They found a
significant difference in risk perception and preference for regulation between the two groups, based on levels of diving experience.
Experienced divers were found to perceive less risk in a range of
recreational activities, including diving.
Williams and Odin admit that their study is limited and that
“it would be premature to suggest that individual swimming pools
might revise regulations for public diving from this alone”, but hope
that the findings will give pause for thought and perhaps open up
discussion. Because divers appear to gauge the risks of certain
dives based on their own experience and adapt their behaviour
accordingly, “it is therefore important that regulation is proportionate and that pool managers do not inadvertently discourage
engagement [in diving challenges] by applying arbitrary regulation
whose effectiveness is open to question”, concluded Williams.
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SIDE-CHANNEL
BLOWERS
The Flux Jet range of sidechannel blowers from Esam
is suitable for use in domestic
spas and swimming pools.
Esam side-channel blowers and aspirators are built
with die-cast aluminium alloy ensuring high performance and increased output. Being oil-free,
they are suitable for use in aquatic environments. Air is forced from
between the turbine blades outwards, where it is then moved to the
centre of the side-channel perimeter and set in a spiral motion until it
returns to the turbine. With each motion, the air makes its way from
the inlet towards the discharge.
Motors are built to CEI 60034-1 (03-201), IP55 and insulation CL
F standards. Each unit is individually built and tested for compliance
and dynamically balanced, which ensures the highest levels of quality and reliability.
Esam Australia
www.sidechannelblowers.com.au

NON-CHLORINE SHOCK TREATMENT
Lo-Chlor Super Shock and Swim is suitable for oxidising pool
and spa water because it reacts quickly to eliminate bather
waste, increases existing sanitiser efficiency and enhances water
clarity and bather comfort. It eliminates the need to shock the
pool or spa with heavy chlorine-based products, which can
cause chemical-smelling odours and nasal irritation.
Super Shock and Swim has an active oxygen content of 13.5%
minimum, which is higher than monopersulphate or perborate
compounds. These compounds have oxygen contents of 4.5%
and 10%. When dissolved in water, the product converts to
sodium carbonate plus hydrogen peroxide — the oxidising
component. Lo-Chlor Super Shock and Swim is available in
four sizes: 0.5, 1, 5 and 20 kg.
Lo-Chlor
www.lochlor.com.au
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POOL CLEANERS
AND ENERGY USE
THE REAL STORY
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ENERGY USE

In drought-stricken California, the humble backyard pool is under attack. From water wastage to excess
energy use, pools are in the firing line from every direction. One power company decided to set the
record straight with respect to commonly used pool cleaning systems and their energy use.

B

ack in 2009, Pacific Gas and Electric Company
(PG&E) decided to conduct an evaluation of available
pool cleaning systems as part of their Pool Pump
Energy Efficiency Program, which sought to improve
the power demand reduction and energy savings
opportunity for residential pools.
This seemed to be a logical connection as many of the cleaners on the market rely on hydraulic power from the filtration
pump, or a separate booster pump connected to the discharge
of the filtration pump. PG&E recognised swimming pool pumping
system interactive effects between the pool cleaner and filtration
pumping, where maximum efficiency of pool filtration pumping is
limited by cleaner operation.
It is a requirement in California for two-speed pumps to be
used for residential filtration applications of one total horsepower
or greater. Hydraulic cleaners therefore add incrementally to the
pool pump power and energy because they are most commonly
run on high speed to operate effectively.
The report references non-incremental power and energy required, as well as incremental power and energy required. Nonincremental is the actual hydraulic power and energy needed to
run the cleaner. Incremental power and energy is the additional
power and energy used to run the two-speed filtration pump at
higher speed, as is common practice for cleaning. Due to the
pump affinity law, the incremental power and energy is much
greater than the non-incremental power and energy.
New to the market at time of investigations, self-powered
robotic cleaners operating via a power cord and connected to
a low-voltage power supply were assessed. As these cleaners
are independent of the pool pump filtration system and do not
require booster pumps, PG&E expected to determine that they
offered an energy efficiency and demand reduction opportunity
in residential settings.
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Testing the water
The first issue for PG&E was that there was no test procedure
or measure of energy performance for these devices. Initially,
the team approached the problem by pursuing a cleaner energy
factor, derived from the area of pool floor covered (in square
feet) per unit of energy consumed (measured in kWh). They
soon abandoned this approach as the simple measure provided
to be an inadequate indicator of cleaning performance due to
the idiosyncrasies of individual cleaners relative to pool plumbing, geometry, in-pool obstructions and debris load. The team
determined that no simple measure of cleaning performance
could be developed for all pool types and felt it best left to the
judgment of pool professionals.
The team expected to find robotic cleaners performed more
efficiently than other available options. This opinion was formed
based on observation and measurement in several pools which
found booster pumps typically drew 1.3 kW and that filtration
pump-powered cleaners required increased pump speed and
extending pumping time to filter the equivalent volume of water
than would be needed if cleaning were provided by an independent robotic cleaner.

The results
As suspected, robotic cleaners were found to use an order of
magnitude less energy than hydraulic cleaners when the incremental
cleaning-related energy use of two speed pumps was measured.
The robotic cleaner’s electrical power demand and energy demand
proved to be quite similar to the hydraulic cleaner’s hydraulic
power and energy, but significantly greater incremental input to
two speed pumps was needed to power them. When hydraulic
cleaners were used, the actual system performance was significantly
compromised by interactive effects with the pool filtration pump.
Pool skimmers and main drains for suction-side cleaners, along
with pool returns and other features for filtration pump pressureside cleaners, share the waterflow with the cleaners and prevent
either from operating at optimum energy efficiency performance.
The report assumed three hours of operation per day to be
consistent with typical robotic cleaner operation and allowed for
a better comparison.
The following table outlines the comparative cleaner incremental
power demand and energy use, converted into Australian dollars.

Cleaner type

Energy use (daily)

Energy use (annual)

$/kW

Annual cost

Filtration pump
(suction) cleaner

4.59 kWh

1,675 kWh

0.3

$503

Booster pump cleaner

8.19 kWh

2,989 kWh

0.3

$897

Manual vac (domestic)

1.53 kWh

558 kWh

0.3

$167

Robotic

0.54 kWh

197 kWh

0.3

$59
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PROJECT COMPLETE
ARTIFICIAL LAKE CALLS FOR
UNIQUE SOLUTION

In 1965, the Gingras family’s dream came true when they purchased a
large camping site just outside of Montreal, Canada. And their dream
has prospered — the site is now a regular summer holiday spot for
hundreds of families, couples and youngsters.
Camping Domaine du Reve in Marieville, Canada has grown with
the addition of playgrounds, water slides, canoe hire, volleyball courts,
a baseball field, a skate park, and cooking and bathroom facilities. It
also boasts an improved lake for swimming, water sports and games.
Because of the number of visitors who used the lake, a significant
problem was keeping the water quality consistently high for the benefit
of the campers.
“The problem we had to address was the growth of a specific type of
organic plant material that stifles all other types of underwater plants
necessary for aquatic life and natural filtration,” explains Emmanuel
Ammadio from WaterTec, who coordinated the installation of new
filtration equipment for the lake.
“The chemical balance of the water was heavily affected and the
water became turbid. We tried the injection of specialty chemicals,
but the cost and maintenance associated with this option was very
expensive and time-consuming.”
The problem then had to be treated manually by emptying the entire
378 ML pond and removing the weeds that were affecting the water’s
natural balance and filtration. Needless to say, this was an extremely
large task to be performed every three months, which interrupted the
visitors’ holidays.
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Abdou Slaoui, general manager of Waterco Canada, says the artificial
lake needed a unique solution.
“It takes two weeks to empty the lake and pull out all the weeds —
so we were happy that Waterco’s Trimline Bag Filter C50 and Supatuf
Filter 0.75 HP provided Camping Domaine du Reve with the improved
filtration they needed so they did not need to tackle this huge task so
often,” he says.
These two Waterco products were chosen to function alongside
WaterTec’s 100% natural alternative to revitalise the water oxygenation.
This innovative solution, which uses hydrolysis, helps regeneration of
water and sanitation but is unable to be effective without a steady flow
of 60 GPM and a good prefiltration to 50 µm. This is where the Waterco
filter and screener come in.
“The filtration equipment was chosen based on energy efficiency,
low noise level, small dimensions and, of course, reliability,” clarifies
Ammadio. “Once filtered, the water is oxidised through the hydrolysis
reactor, creating a separation and flocculation of the contaminants while
controlling the weeds. The production of hydrogen generated in the
reactor also stabilises the pH, giving an even more powerful oxidising
effect. A natural settling then brightens bathing water.”
With the new system installed in August 2015, the water quality has
noticeably improved, looking cleaner and clearer by the day. Swimmers
and staff alike at Camping Domaine du Reve are thrilled with the result.
Waterco Limited
www.waterco.com.au
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POOL AUTOMATION SYSTEM
The Astralpool Viron Connect 10 is an intuitive automation
system to control the entire pool and spa environment via
a user-friendly LCD touch-screen interface.
The optional Internet Gateway allows users to extend
functionality capabilities and, by downloading the Connect
My Pool app for Apple or Android devices, gives control of the pool and spa system
from anywhere in the house, or even anywhere in the world.
Users can turn on the spa heater before leaving work and come home to a hot spa
ready to swim in. Viron Connect 10 also monitors pool and spa chemistry at any time
to see exactly what additives are needed.
Viron Connect 10 deliverers 10 equipment outlets, four motorised valve outlets, dual
heating control, full sanitisation monitoring and adjustment, in-built solar automation,
two input/output options for home automation, intelligent lighting control and onebutton ‘Favourite’ mode. The Viron Connect 10 provides a control solution, from the
very simple to the most demanding of backyard pool applications.
AstralPool
www.astralpool.com.au

Continuous
Duty Blowers
If you want efficient, reliable aeration,
along with quality advice and support,
ESAM is the blower for your business.
Benefits of ESAM blowers:
• Energy efficient aeration
• Delamination of temperature layers
• Smooth & quiet operation
• 5 Year warranty
• Induction motor (brushless)
…and service to you is our priority.

www.sidechannelblowers.com.au
Phone 03 9484 5719
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POOL BUILDER START-UP
PACKAGES
Theralux has launched an exciting new
range of bundle packages exclusively for
pool builders. The Theracare start-up packs
provide builders with the opportunity to accessorise customer pools with commonly
required items.
The packages are designed to assist
pool builders, as the average pool owner
will purchase a pool cleaner and associated
products at some time. Packaging all the
items means they can be offered at the
point of sale, or a later date.
The Theracare Start-Up Packages include: Dolphin E10 or X25 Robotic Pool
Cleaner (exclusively for pool builders), IQ
Chemical Start-up Kit, IQ Equipment Handover Kit, a discount voucher to purchase IQ
Enhance Mineral Additive.
International Quadratics
www.interquad.com.au

BULKHEADS
The limitations placed on local government budgets and cost of new-build aquatic centres
has led many facilities to review the type of upgrades and provisions aquatic facilities can
achieve. With many venues having existing 50 m long pools, bulkheads — otherwise known
as booms — offer a way to accommodate a variety of water activities simultaneously within
separate areas of the same swimming pool. This not only eliminates the need for building
additional pools, but also increases the utilisation of a facility and its financial performance.
Bulkheads were originally constructed from wood or concrete. The obvious disadvantages
of both led to construction from aluminium and later stainless steel, providing greater stability,
but creating corrosion and deflection issues.
Stark fibreglass bulkheads from Ceramic Solutions contain no internal stainless steel or
aluminium, eliminating corrosion issues. They are built as a single piece, providing a stronger,
lighter and more aesthetically pleasing product with no deflection issues.
The product has undergone continued refinement and development and now incorporates
moulded fibreglass buoyancy tanks for easier repositioning. Other features include a nonslip finish on the top of the unit and on the targets to provide improved grip. Timing trays,
starting block anchors, flow-through lane ropes and many other features have also been
developed to improve pool programming options. The bulkheads are manufactured with a
22-year structural warranty.
Ceramic Solutions
www.ceramicsolutions.com.au

Pool heating specialists
We can help you with your heating requirements
18 years of service in the Pool industry

SOLAR | GAS | HEAT PUMP

www.localpoolheating.com.au | 1300 724 132 | sales@localpoolheating.com.au
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POOL CLEANERS
The Hayward Industries AquaNaut 250 and 450 suction pool
cleaners feature patented V-Flex technology self-adjusting variable vanes that maximise power at almost any flow and allow
for easy passage of large debris. No matter the pool surface,
AquaNaut 250 and 450 manoeuvre with patented robust tyres
and an adjustable roller skirt that maintains optimal suction, even
when encountering obstacles.
The AquaVac 500 scrubs and vacuums the pool floor, coves,
walls and waterline with computer efficiency. Featuring an Integrated Recurring Timer, the AquaVac 500 allows users to choose
cleaning frequencies every 24, 48 or 72 hours and includes a
‘Clean Now’ option that doesn’t repeat. Working independently
of the pool filtration system, it uses 94% less energy than most
pressure cleaners and can pay for itself in little over a year, depending on local energy rates.
Hayward Pool Products Australia
www.hayward-pool.com.au

POOL SLIDE
S.R.Smith’s Typhoon pool slide, with
a flume close to 3 m in length and
high volume water delivery system, is
designed to provide a safe and fast
ride into the pool.
The slide accommodates sliders
up to 124 kg. It is more than 2 m in
height and is manufactured from highquality, corrosion-resistant material that
is durable, retains its colour and resists scratching.
It is available with a right or left curve in sandstone or gray
granite to complement most backyard pool decks. The slide
encompasses an enclosed ladder and moulded handrails
and is tested to 48 different performance tests to help ensure
product safety.
SR Smith
www.srsmith.com/au
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INFLATABLES
Inflatables specialist Aflex Technology provides inflatable units for use in pools
and aquatic centres. The range incorporates obstacle courses, slides, animals,
pool toys and modular adventure products to encourage active play.
With a focus on quality, Aflex Technology products undergo a substantial
engineering design phase and are engineered to strict guidelines and safety
standards. The products are manufactured in New Zealand from quality materi-

CARTRIDGE FILTER
The FreeFlo cartridge filter from
Pentair combines top-end filter

als and are subject to rigorous quality assurance testing to ensure every product
inflates without issue.
The Aflex Technology team can custom design a solution to meet the unique

performance with low mainte-

needs of any facility.

nance. The design uses special

Aflex Technology Ltd

filter elements to strip particles as

www.aflextechnology.com

small as 8 µm from pool water.
Cleaning is made easier and
is carried out by opening the
top, removing the cartridge and
hosing it off.
filter have been designed using

DRY CHLORINE
FEEDER

finite element modelling for maxi-

The Pulsar System 140 dry

mum strength at high pressures,

chlorine briquette feeder im-

ensuring years of life. The lid and

proves on a long-established

locking ring have been ergonomi-

design and offers a number of

cally designed, making the filter

benefits for operators.

All components of the cartridge

easy to use.

A touch-screen control

The product is built from highly

panel supervises periodic

durable UV-resistant plastics, and

self-flushing of the feeder and

the lid and locking ring have large

can shut down the system

handles for easy grip. The device

booster pump at quiet times, or during the night, to save energy. The system also features a

includes two inlet ports and two

feed timer, but the most common control method is via a BECSys or Ezetrol pH and chlorine

outlet ports at 90° opposed, which

control system, which gives a signal to the control panel to activate chlorine feed.

enables fitting to any plumbing
configuration.
The FreeFlo features a stainless

The hopper and sump design have been improved to make the Pulsar chemical flow more
smoothly through the feeder with less chance of product bridging in the hopper and sludge
build-up in the sump.

steel, oil-filled pressure gauge,

An optional Pulsar cleaning solution pump is available to dose a small amount of de-scalant into

and 40 and 50 mm barrel unions

the feeder at night, if required to keep the system clean at all times. The units now incorporate

are included. An internal bypass

fewer parts and key parts are more accessible for simplified servicing and changeover. Overall

valve prevents exceedingly high

dosing is more accurate and efficient, with less requirement for feeder cleaning and maintenance.

pressures and the unit comes with

Pulsar Briquettes are easy and safe to handle, with minimal dust. A scoop is provided to as-

a five-year tank warranty.

sist operators to top up the feeder.

Pentair Aquatic Systems

Tim Batt Water Solutions

www.pentairpool.com

www.tbwsaquatic.com.au
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IN-FLOOR CLEANING

IS LACK OF KNOWLEDGE

HOLDING BACK
IN-FLOOR SALES?

Dannielle Furness

While participants at our most recent industry roundtable felt that the market was fairly educated when
it came to pool cleaning systems, when we spoke with Jamie Bramich of JB Pool Constructions he
had a slightly different take — from the end-user’s viewpoint.

B

ramich finds that the majority of his clients initially
only think in terms of suction cleaners. While he
admits these types of units have come a long way
since the days the Kreepy Krauly was undisputed king
of the pool, he also sees a number of factors as
having an influence on the attractiveness of available alternatives.
As the industry continually evolves and moves ever more towards
energy-efficient solutions, advances in other pool equipment are
having an impact on preference.
Working mainly in the South East Queensland region, Bramich
has found that the introduction of three-speed (and now variable
speed) pumps has driven an increase in demand for robotic cleaners, and that’s generally the direction he’ll steer customers in.
“For me, it’s all about energy efficiency, ease of use and, obviously, budget. I can’t remember the last pool that I built with a
single-speed pump and a suction cleaner,” he said.
In an era of increasing temperatures, concerted water-saving
efforts and a preference for energy-efficient solutions, this is
probably not surprising. Bramich will generally recommend robotic
cleaners for all but the most high-end projects, whereby in-floor
is the way to go, according to him.
“In a high-end project, where budget allows, then an in-floor
system makes sense and it becomes an integral part of the whole
pool project,” he said.
While robotic cleaners have enjoyed a relatively high level of
marketing support from the manufacturers and distributors in
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recent years, the benefits of in-floor are still reasonably unclear
to the end user and Bramich believes that more can be done
to inform the market. In his experience, it’s a more difficult sale
due to the high cost in relation to the overall project budget.
As we uncovered during our last industry roundtable, while
the initial outlay may be greater (and therefore less attractive for
budget-conscious customers) there are side benefits that equate
to savings in the longer term. These include circulation functionality, as well as reduced water treatment and heating costs, not
to mention the time savings.
This lack of awareness undoubtedly makes the sale harder,
but the situation only becomes more difficult in areas where
there are a lot of competing vendors attracted by high market
demand. More suppliers servicing larger numbers of clients usually
equates to lower margins, as everyone slugs it out for a piece
of the pie, so quoting an in-floor solution can look like highway
robbery when compared alongside other alternatives, if all of the
benefits are not explained.
Bramich hopes this will change and sees more widespread
adoption as being a self-driven process. “These are great systems,”
he said of in-floor options.
“Hopefully the more systems that are installed, the more benefit will be recognised by the pool industry and that knowledge
passed on to the end users.”
If the current direction in the United States market is anything
to go by, then it’s almost a certainty.
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IMPROVING EFFICIENCY

Picture Perfect Pool Services has more than 17 years of expertise
in servicing commercial and residential pools in Martinez, California.
The company specialises in cleaning, maintenance and servicing for
all types and sizes of pools and pool equipment. Picture Perfect Pool
Services takes pride in offering exceptional service with highly trained
technicians and quick responses to client needs.
However, a tough economy and growing costs threatened to
decrease the company’s profitability. Brian Duncan, president of Picture
Perfect Pool Services, needed to find a way to quickly improve the
efficiency of the 10 vehicles in his fleet.
Picture Perfect Pool Services promotes “efficiency and speed”
for its services but, according to Duncan, some employees were
taking far too long to complete their jobs during the day. The company
initially tried mobile phone-based tracking to monitor its fleet and
improve efficiencies, but the system wasn’t accurate enough to meet
the company’s needs.
Duncan then turned to the Fleetmatics GPS Tracking System, which
uses satellite technology to track and monitor vehicles, providing
minute-by-minute tracking and powerful management reports.
Fleetmatics GPS uses Google Maps API Premier for precise
tracking, allowing the user to see the location in any view, including
street level.
“I found that employees were spending too much time at job sites
and one employee was even making extra stops,” said Duncan.
“Now my employees are aware that they are being monitored for
efficiency and they’ve picked up the pace. It was common for guys to
stop by their house during work hours or go over the allotted half-hour
lunchtime because they were driving 15 minutes home for lunch,” said
Duncan.
“With Fleetmatics, I can look at the Route Replay to review where
my drivers have been. It has really improved the overall efficiency of
the company.”
Speeding was also a major concern, since employees haul
dangerous chemicals to job sites, so improving safety was paramount.
The Fleetmatics GPS system includes Speeding Alerts that notify if
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a vehicle exceeds a set speed threshold. Alerts can be set to notify
him immediately of an infraction and are also flagged throughout the
Management Reports.
“Right away, with Fleetmatics, we were able to slow our guys
down,” said Duncan.
Not only have speeding violations decreased, improved routing has
helped make deliveries faster and more accurate. Fleetmatics GPS
includes the Nearest Vehicle Locator, which helps allocate the closest
vehicle to any job site.
“In our business, we have to respond quickly if a client runs into an
issue with the Environmental Health Department,” said Duncan. “Now,
I don’t have to call around to see who is closest to the site. I just look
on the map and send the guy that I know can get there first.”
Not only has improved routing increased the company’s ability
to respond to emergencies, it has also helped lower its fuel bill by
eliminating extra trips and reducing the amount of time vehicles spend
travelling between jobs.
Perfect Picture Pool Services found that the benefits of GPS tracking
extend beyond its immediate concerns of efficiency and safety.
“One of the first things I did with the system was reduce the idling
times of my vehicles,” said Duncan. “One of my guys was idling for a
couple of hours per day wasting fuel, probably listening to the radio. I
was able to minimise that immediately with Fleetmatics.”
In addition, the system is used to solve customer disputes. If a
customer claims that his driver never arrived to a job, the system can
verify exactly when the vehicle arrived at the site and when it left.
Payroll accuracy has also improved as the company no longer has
to rely on manual or inaccurate time sheets. Fleetmatics includes the
Hours Worked Report, which shows exactly when and how long a
vehicle is in operation.
“My overall experience with Fleetmatics has been very positive,”
added Duncan. “From the point of sale all the way through customer
support, Fleetmatics has exceeded my expectations.”
Fleetmatics
www.fleetmatics.com.au
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POOL SALES
TEMPLATES
Based on the success of Daisy
dig templates, which take the
guesswork out of digging for

17-18 AUG 2016
Gold Coast Convention
and Exhibition Centre,
Australia

fibreglass pool installations,
the company’s range of sales
templates helps potential pool owners visualise their new pool.
Dig templates are traditionally black in colour and made from durable
polyethylene (PE) material. The sales templates are available in translucent
blue PE material, making it easier for new pool owners to see what the
finished product will look like.
Data collected from the pool shell ensures that the templates are a suitable sales tool for measuring up a potential customer’s yard. They can also
be used as the dig template to precut to the pool’s exact shape.
Sales templates are used to position the pool in the yard to get the sizing and positioning just right for the customer. It saves time and secondguessing, ensures the pool is visible from suitable points in the house and
serves as a guide for fencing requirements.
Daisy Pool Covers
www.daisypoolcovers.com.au

SALT WATER CHLORINATOR
The ProMatic ‘all in one’ saltwater chlorinator
from Davey is suitable for use with therapeutic
magnesium mineral salts, standard pool salt or
a combination of both. It offers sanitisation and
cleaning capabilities and features self-cleaning
‘mechanical wiper technology’, ensuring pool
water stays fresh and bacteria-free.
Simple to install, easy to operate and safe
to use, the ProMatic is made with corrosionresistant, UV-stabilised materials to ensure
long-lasting service.
The ProMatic system automatically adjusts
chlorine output to the pool water temperature, features a ‘boost mode’ for times
when there is high bather usage and includes built-in digital dual timers for quick
and easy set-up. It is equipped with a low, OK and high salt level indicator and
features an easy-to-read backlit LED digital display.
The ProMatic includes a variety of operating options — for safe operation when

FREE TO ATTEND
NEW VENUE

GOLF DAY

OVER 100 EXHIBITORS
NETWORKING &
EDUCATION SESSIONS

REGISTER NOW
www.splashexpo.com.au
or phone 1300 789 845
Platinum Sponsor

backwashing and rinsing media filter, a ‘backwash mode’ is available and there is
also a ‘cover mode’ option (selectable to manual or auto) which reduces chlorine
output to 20% when activated. A built-in flow detector stops chlorine production

Gold Sponsors

if no flow is present.
The ProMatic is suitable for residential salt or mineral salt pools up to 125,000 L

Silver Sponsors

and is available for both vertical or horizontal installation with a 90° rotational screen.
Davey Water Products

Media Partner

Golf Sponsor

www.davey.com.au
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POOL SKIMMER
The Pentair MEGASKIM pool
skimmer is designed with both
the pool builder and pool
owner in mind, providing a
solution that is simple to install
and use.
For the pool builder, the
skimmer body is constructed out of
a single-piece mould with no glue joins,
preventing potential leaks.
Multiple attachment points are included for
reinforcement, as well as base and rear plumbing
ports to facilitate simple installation.
The MEGASKIM is constructed from UV-stabilised thermoplastic, ensuring years of use in the tough Australian
climate.
The 6.7 L leaf basket ensures users have long intervals
between cleaning. It is compliant to Australian Standards
with a child-safe deck lid. It is available for concrete,
fibreglass and vinyl liner pools.
Pentair Aquatic Systems
www.pentairpool.com

NATIONAL GUIDE TO PUBLIC POOLS
AND AQUATIC CENTRES
Water safety is a major concern for all Australians, and it is the
responsibility of all adults to ensure that children are well supervised
at public pools and aquatic centres at all times. In response to this,
Pro-Visual Publishing, in partnership with Swim Australia, has released
the National Guide to Public Pools & Aquatic Centres 2015/16.
This year’s guide covers Swim Australia’s SwimSAFER Story,
which includes key messages on the adoption of the four layers of
protection. These layers of protection include Be Aware, Be Secure,
Be Confident and Be Prepared, and must be implemented at all
times in order to prevent tragedies from occurring.
The layers of protection can be applied to different environments
such as home pools, bathtubs, wading and portable pools, public
pools, rural and remote inland waterways and beach and coastal
waterways, ensuring that children are safe around water.
While lifeguards plays a pivotal position in supervision at public
pools, it is everyone’s responsibility to maintain and ensure the
safety of children. Copies of the guide are available from Pro-Visual.
Pro-Visual Publishing
www.provisual.com.au

PRECISION FLOW
METER
Waterco’s precision flow meter for swimming pools, spas,
fountains and water features now
has a specialised model suitable for
pool heaters.
Since the introduction of the FlowVis
50/65 mm, the company has found a need
for the 40 mm model, particularly from pool heater
equipment suppliers and installers. It is suitable to install
in conjunction with variable- and multi-speed pumps.
Optimal water flow rate through all pool heating systems is needed
to maximise efficiency and heater performance. The FlowVis 40
mm option enables accurate pump operating speed adjustments
to ensure optimal water flow to the pool’s heating equipment. The
result is a balance between heating performance and energy savings.
FlowVis is also a fully functioning check valve that can be installed
horizontally, vertically or upside down. Features include factory calibration for accuracy across the full operating range; a clear, easy-to-read
scale in LPM; easy installation; and a unique design that maintains
accuracy even with entrained air caused by suction leaks. FloVis
is manufactured in the USA and comes with a five-year warranty.
Waterco Limited
www.waterco.com.au
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BUILDING STANDARDS

PASSIVE DESIGN
STANDARDS

TAKE HOLD

As designing to German Passive House performance standards becomes more widespread, integrated
solar thermal systems divert excess heat to swimming pools, providing the perfect heating solution.

N

umber 9 Bromby Street in South Yarra is a standout
building in every sense of the word. A winner at
this year’s CSR-HIA Victorian Housing and Kitchen
Awards, this energy-efficient, carbon-neutral home
was was constructed by Ducon.
The property is designed to German Passive House standards,
whereby the design process is integrated with the architecture
of the building, resulting in ultralow energy consumption. The
passive house standard is a performance standard, not a design
standard. A home or building of any architectural style can be
a certified passive house. It’s not a brand name, but a rather
construction concept that can be applied by anyone and that
has stood the test of practice.
9 Bromby Street is a beautiful and spectacular contemporary
home that exemplifies the successful amalgamation of high-end
design, high-quality construction and passive design philosophies.
The specific requirement for 9 Bromby Street was to reduce its
heat gain and loss in order to reduce operating costs. This was
achieved through a raft of techniques including energy recovery
ventilation systems and exposed concrete block walls which engage
thermally with the interior space to control radiant temperatures.
The need for the mechanical heating and cooling of passive
design buildings is minimised through the use of heating and
cooling methods such as natural ventilation, solar heat gain, solar

shading and efficient insulation. 9 Bromby Street uses variable
refrigerant volume air-conditioning systems with each key space
having a separate unit. Windows can be opened if needed and
an automatic shut-off of the cooling systems ensures that they
do not operate while a window is open.
The integrated roof-mounted solar thermal system provides
domestic hot water, underfloor heating and spa heating, with
excess heat diverted into the swimming pool. The system is
supported by an efficient gas booster.
The airtight ‘passive’ construction reduces air leakage and
infiltration, reducing heat gain during summer and heat loss
during winter. Independent certified testing undertaken by Air
Leakage Measurement Australia (ALMA) confirmed that the air
leakage design criterion was met, ensuring lower operational
costs over the life of the building.
The huge energy saving in passive houses is achieved by using
time-tested energy-efficient building components and a quality
ventilation system. Comfort is not sacrificed for energy reduction
levels; rather, the level of comfort is considerably increased. Most
passive buildings to date have been built in Germany, Switzerland
and Scandinavia, although interest is rapidly gathering pace in
other countries.
Ducon
www.ducon.com.au
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Trust me, I’m an expert
Spiros Dassakis
Self-proclaimed experts often claim to know more than they
really do. There are plenty of experts within our industry, but
simply calling yourself one doesn’t make you one.
An expert is someone that is credible, commits to ongoing
professional development, networks and shares knowledge with
their peers, constantly reviews what they have been taught,
exposes themselves to new techniques and principles, and has a
comprehensive or a commanding knowledge in a particular area.
Unfortunately, there are many self-proclaimed experts that
consult in all industries that do not fit the above definition
and rely on their years of experience and popularity to consult
and provide advice.
The days of sitting in front an educated consumer and simply
implying you’re an expert are getting harder and harder. Even if
the expert succeeds, they still need to deliver on their expertise.
Experts frequently complain that their clients too often undervalue or dismiss their advice, while receivers of expert advice
have the problem of navigating between what is good, bad or
just plain confusing. This repetitive cycle generates uncertainty
and mistrust.
So, how can we break the vicious cycle? Experts need to ask
themselves the following questions when asked for advice:
Am I qualified to provide advice?
Is this something I have a thorough knowledge of?
Can I substantiate the advice I provide?
Does giving advice fit my business profile?
What if I get it wrong?
Does my insurance cover professional negligence?
Am I charging enough?
While there will always be some consumers who will never
listen to advice, it becomes more and more difficult for them
to continually and rationally dismiss expert advice when that
advice is supported by good consulting principles.
Remember, outside of our own workplace we are also consumers who make decisions about what advice we accept and
reject from experts.
We will always live in a world where there will be receivers and
givers of expert advice and information. As a whole, receivers
of advice need to ask better questions when researching their
expert and the givers of advice need to provide credible and
realisable solutions when selling their services.
Take note, nobody is born an expert; experts become experts
because they do not give up on listening, learning and sharing.
Consequently, I work every single day at being a great expert
but recognise I have a long way to
go in meeting that goal.
Comments welcome:
spiros@spasa.org.au.

Spiros Dassakis
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ELECTROLYTIC
CHLORINATION SYSTEM
Creating safer work environments
and more efficient processes, the
latest innovation from Wallace &
Tiernan from Evoqua Water Technologies eliminates the need for
pressurised chlorine cylinders to be
stored on-site. The OSEC-NXT is a
membrane-type electrolytic chlorination system that uses softened water
and brine to continuously produce
chlorine on-site in ratios matched
to the facility’s specific day-to-day
demands.
This safer and highly efficient process is also a cost-effective
alternative for pool water disinfection when compared to traditional
chlorination systems.
Producing hypochlorite at three times the strength of other
typical on-site systems, the OSEC-NXT offers the benefits of
greater stability and safety compared to traditional, commercial
hypochlorite systems.
The innovative design, which is skid mounted for ease of installation, is easy to operate with a user-friendly touch pad control
display. Further improvements in the system design ensures almost no salt remains in the disinfection solution being produced,
so there is little to no impact on the overall salinity of the water.
Evoqua Water Technologies Pty Ltd
www.evoqua.com

MAKING
WAVES
SPASA responds to BPB proposed
amendments
SPASA has responded to the Building Professionals Board (BPB)
proposed amendments to the Building Professionals Regulation
2007 in relation to E1 swimming pool certifiers.
The proposed amendments included:
• Amend the conflict of interest conditions to allow E1 certifiers who
hold an endorsed licence or a qualified supervisors certificate
issued under the Home Building Act 1989 that authorises the
person to construct a swimming pool or structural landscaping,
to carry out work on the swimming pool (to a value not exceeding
$1000 including the cost of materials and labour).
• Reduce the fee for the issue or renewal of a certificate of
accreditation for category E1 from $1500 to $750.
SPASA has prepared a detailed response, including an outline of
failures and concerns with existing swimming pool and spa safety
initiatives. SPASA members can download a copy of the submission
for review using this link. Further information is available from the
BPB website here.
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PROJECT COMPLETE
CALIFORNIA DREAMING FOR
BLACKPOOL SEA LIONS

At Blackpool Zoo, the sea lions have long been amongst the most popular
and well-visited group of animals. And in 2010, Britain’s biggest sea
lion enclosure, an integral part of the Active Oceans section of the zoo,
underwent a major transformation - receiving around £500,000 worth of
refurbishments.
The original sea lion enclosure was built in the 1970s, and not much
had changed since then. But after a contemporary design was created by
specialist animal enclosure experts Zootech, the overhaul began in 2009.
Today, the nine Californian sea lions that call the enclosure home have a
more natural setting in which they can live and play. Mock rock walls have
replaced concrete, plus there’s a cascade waterfall and a section of beach.
The upgrade also worked on making the experience more enjoyable for
visitors, with the original amphitheatre expanded to seat 250 people and the
concrete fencing replaced with panes of glass so visitors can see more of
the sea lions than ever before. However, the aesthetics of the enclosure was
not the only part that was fixed. The filtration system was totally renovated
and a new state-of-the-art pump house was finished at the end of 2009.
“The sea lion enclosure was quite old and desperately in need of
updating,” said Tony Fisher, Waterco Europe managing director. “There was
a lot of difficulty maintaining water quality and movement, given the size of
the pool and the age of the existing filtration system. Also, the existing pool
could not be broken into to add pipework.”
To address these issues, the Blackpool Zoo required an easy-to-use
filtration system, good water quality with low chlorine levels and more
water movement to lift debris.
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Fisher says the zoo commissioned Waterco to tackle the project because
of the positive impact the installation of Waterco products had on the penguin
pool (also a part of the Active Oceans Exhibit).
“We have previously worked with zoo and aquarium exhibit installation
and maintenance company Marine Aquaculture and provided solutions for
various zoos in Europe, not to mention Australia,” said Fisher. “We are able
to provide integrated solutions which address their specific needs.”
For the sea lion enclosure, Waterco suggested a chlorinated filtration
system using two cast iron pumps connected to existing pipework. The
water was then fed though six MultiCyclone centrifugal pre-filters and then
through six Micron Deep Bed media filters filled with glass media before the
water was chlorinated and then returned to the pool.
Also installed were a hidden Hydrostar pump, which is made for large
commercial swimming pools, with a 3″ pipe feed to the waterfall, and two
poolside pumps disguised in artificial rocks to draw water from the pool
and recirculate to the bottom.
The Waterco solutions were chosen over those of European competitors,
with a great end result.
“Since the system was installed, the water quality has remained good and
backwashing is easier with MPV power supplies replacing valve batteries,”
Fisher said. “The new filtration system copes much better with the volume
of water than the old one.”
Waterco Limited
www.waterco.com.au
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WATERED DOWN
FENCING LAWS
COULD KILL

WARNS SAFETY GROUP

T

here is increasing concern in New Zealand surrounding
proposed changes to current pool fencing legislation.
According to a report on stuff.co.nz, toddlers will be
at higher risk of accidental drowning once the laws come
into effect. The proposed changes are incorporated into the
Building (Pools) Amendment Bill and are being championed by Housing
Minister Nick Smith.
Changes include no requirement for compulsory fencing and
allow for scope around access to pools. According to Smith, the new
legislation is intended to improve safety and clarify inspection and
fencing requirements. The intent is to reduce the existing ‘cumbersome
and frustrating’ process.
“I think there are people who have misread the Bill. The new law
says you must ensure it [a pool] cannot be accessed by a young child.
How you do that provides for a greater degree of innovative design.
“We are confident the Bill will result in fewer drownings because
the principal problem with the current regime is the lack of compliance.
“We’re also confident this Bill will be more practical and reduce
compliance. Some of the requirements at the moment do not make
sense,” Smith said.
Not everyone sees it this way and water safety groups including
Water Safety New Zealand (WSNZ) and New Zealand Swim Coaches
and Teachers Inc (NZSCTA) have criticised the changes saying that a
secure environment and adequate adult supervision are the two top
priorities for ensuring child safety. The groups highlighted the issues
in submission documents relating to the changes.
“The proposed amendments will not help us in wrapping those layers
of protection around our children.
“The reduction of deaths since the Fencing of Swimming Pools Act
was established is a clear indication of its validity.”
According to WSNZ, there were 21 preventable drownings of children
aged under five between 2005 and 2014. Of those, 19 were in home
swimming pools where access was largely due to non-compliant gates
and fences. The organisation claims that the Bill should not proceed in
its current form as the existing legislation has proven effective.
“It has been effective because it prescribes that swimming pools
must be surrounded with fences...This is an effective means of
preventing children from drowning in swimming pools because it
requires no further intervention from a pool owner provided that the
fence itself is compliant.
“The Bill has the potential to increase the number of drowning deaths
and injuries of under-five-year-old children in home swimming pools
and spas. “The Bill risks reducing the frequency with which pools are
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FENCING

inspected by councils; thus increasing the risk of drowning deaths and
injuries from non-compliant fencing.”
The NZWS submission went on to say that proposed changes to
compulsory fencing did not appear to align with the Bill’s intention to
reduce the compliance burden and there was already a well-established
solution in four-sided fencing.
“The claimed benefits of the changes proposed by the Bill are modest
and uncertain, while the likely risks are significant, particularly as they
will fall most heavily on children aged under five.
“It is not clear what public policy mischief the Bill aims to resolve.
[It] aims to remove cumbersome and duplicative provisions, but it is
not clear precisely what those are.
“There is no evidence that watering down the fencing requirements
in the FOSP Act will maintain child safety around swimming pools. On
the contrary, the evidence shows that the [current law’s] requirements
should be strengthened, not reduced to one of a number of competing
approaches to compliance.
“The Building Act model, in which alternative approaches to
compliance may be acceptable provided they deliver the same outcome,
is not well suited to regulating the fencing of swimming pools.”
Smith said existing legislation had no requirement for inspections
and, while there was criticism, the intent was a reduction in deaths
and that there was misunderstanding about aspects of the Bill’s intent.
“Eighty per cent of fatalities that have occurred over the last decade
have been as a consequence of non-compliance and fencing not
working. Now what we are proposing in the Bill is five-yearly standards.
“The majority of councils do not inspect pools at all. A few councils
currently are inspecting but the vast bulk are not.”
Smith said too many pools were installed without fencing and the Bill
proposed a notification requirement for manufacturers and installation
firms. It also proposed an instant fine system.
The Building (Pools) Amendment Bill proposals include:
• Five-yearly inspections of pools, whereas currently some councils
require three-yearly inspections and others not at all.
• Requiring retailers and manufacturers to inform buyers of their
obligations when they buy pools to ensure children’s access is restricted.
• Moving to performance-based standards in the Building Code to
specify fencing requirements.
• Introducing a graduated enforcement regime with infringement
notices as the preferred tool for compliance. Court prosecutions
only in serious breaches.
• Spa pools and hot tubs with child-resistant covers will not have to
be separately fenced.
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Another day, another pool fencing story
The death of a four-year-old boy in Tasmania’s Launceston back in 2014
prompted the state’s coroner to call for mandatory fencing laws earlier
this month. Tasmania introduced legislation in 1994, but it only applied
to pools built after that date.
The coroner found that the boy had fallen through a solar dome cover
after climbing on top of it. The boy’s grandparents realised he was
missing after he had gone outside to play and neighbours were called
in to join the search. One of them spotted a tear in the pool’s padlocked
cover and the boy’s body was discovered in the pool.
Coroner Simon Cooper said that there was little doubt in his mind that
the boy would still be alive if there were fencing in place. He criticised
the current safety requirements, noting that they had not changed in
the last 20 years and that evidence indicated no inspections were being
carried out by any authority, whether a pool was installed pre or post
the 1994 legislation changes.
Meanwhile, the clock is ticking in Queensland and pool inspectors
are under the pump to ensure compliance with pool safety laws, which

become mandatory on 1 December. A new standard was introduced
in 2010, with home owners having a five-year grace period to ensure
pools were up to scratch.
Random checks and on-the-spot fines are on the cards and all pools
and spas must be fenced and recorded on the pool safety register. The
register includes a record of all pools, the safety certificates issued and
a full list of licensed inspectors. Failure to register also results in fines.

Teal and T2 pool lift
Now available with power rotation

A simple, safe and portable,
easy to use, lightweight pool
lift suited for personal and light
commercial use. Very affordable.
Comfortable, self- locks in position,
air-button controls, simple pin fitting
to pool means little or no installation,
SWL 150kg. Australian made and designed.
For variations such as slings, mounting,
restraints etc. contact us as follows:

Email: me@ianghs.com
Mobile: 0438 426 279
www.greenhousehealth.com.au
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MAKING
WAVES
The City of Sydney looks set to back trigeneration power
plants, installing the technology at two of the city’s most
popular inner city aquatic centres.
Council conducted a feasibility study at the Ian Thorpe
Aquatic and Cook and Phillip Park Aquatic Centres and found
trigen would reduce emissions by 500 tonnes per annum for
each pool. The decision is seen as a ‘face-saving’ exercise
by Liberal councillor Christine Forster. This is in reference
to failed plans for an on-site trigeneration power plant in
Sydney’s forthcoming Green Square precinct development. Originally conceived to power the entire
precinct, the move was quashed after changes to state and federal regulations made it unviable from
an economic standpoint.
Sydney Lord Mayor Clover Moore has instigated the Sustainable Sydney 2030 plan, which aims
to reduce carbon emissions and improve overall environmental performance and sees trigeneration
as an important part of the program.
Liberal opposes the project, while the Greens see it as a worthwhile initiative until other
alternatives, including wind and solar, become more realistic.
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City of Sydney backs trigeneration

All eyes will be on absentee parents in
aquatic centres this summer in the Northern
Rivers region between Coffs Harbour and
the Gold Coast, according to the Northern
Star newspaper.
Managers of public swimming pools will
be enforcing safety policies which require
active supervision of children up to 14 years
old as an increasing number are being
dropped off and left to fend for themselves,
according to Craig Davidson, manager at
Mullumbimby Pool. “If children are under 14
years, they must be accompanied by someone
over 16 years old,” said Davidson. The only exception to the rule is if the child is taking part in a
swimming class or squad.
The edict is part of the Keep Watch @ Public Pool policy promoted by the Royal Life Saving
association, which has revealed that a lack of direct parental supervision is believed to be a contributing
factor in 70% of all drowning deaths at public pools. Lismore Memorial Baths Manager Dave Gallpen
said they had a similar policy in place.
“We enforce this rule at the gate so we don’t get much of a problem,” he said.
Lee Fitzgerald has been managing the Ballina Memorial Olympic Pool and Waterslide for 20 years
and said as many as 600 children would attend the pool on hot days. He said most parents remained
on hand to supervise their children but said there had been exceptions.
“We have to let them in, we don’t really have a choice because we can’t leave them outside,” he said.
Davidson said “having fun at the local pool with your friends” was a fond part of growing up. “If your
children are under 14 years, be a part of those memories and join them at the pool. Don’t drop and run.”
Pool rules
• Children are not allowed entry unless under active supervision of a person 16 years or older.
• Parents and guardians should actively supervise their children at all times and be dressed ready
to enter a pool.
• For 0- to 5-year-olds and non-swimmers, a parent or guardian needs to be in the water at all times
and within arm’s reach of the child.
• Constant active supervision is required for children aged 6–10 years old.
• For 11- to 14-year-olds, it is recommended that parents regularly check on their child by physically
going to where they are in or around the water.
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Hot water for absentee parents

MAKING
WAVES
After 21 years in business, the owner of Spa Industries, Graham Ritchie,
recently announced the sale of both the company and manufacturing
premises to international spa and pool manufacturer Shengya.
Settlement will take place in early October.
“I have been in the industry for 30 years, starting in service, then
retail and finished up in manufacturing. It has been a great industry
that I have enjoyed and this decision is not one that has been made
lightly. I am excited for the future owners to take the business to the
next level,” said Ritchie.
Throughout the years, Spa Industries achieved success as the
number one Australian manufacturer of spas and swim spas and is
renowned in the international market.
“For this reason, we have been approached by an international
company, based in Hong Kong, who has identified our manufacturing
processes and experienced staff as being the perfect platform to build
their business on,” said Spa Industries Operations Manager Rob Kruber.
The new owner has been in the spa and pool industry for 23 years
and owns brands including Shengya, Lspa and Maax Spas.
With the new owner investing in the strengths of Australian
manufacturing, new jobs will be created as a result of the change.
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Spa Industries launches onto the
world stage

The aim is to have the business ready to list on the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange within five years. The name of the new company will be Spa
Industries International Pty Ltd.
“With access to the international manufacturing facility, we now
have the ability to offer our customers a wider choice of products that
will be unmatched in the industry,” said Kruber.
Ritchie is looking forward to the future. “I have been fortunate to
have had a great life out of the industry and have gained many good
friendships with business associates. I am looking forward to my future
ventures,” he said.
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PROJECT COMPLETE
SEAL OF APPROVAL
Delford Smith returned from a business trip one day with an idea.
He wanted to build a water park in his home town of McMinnville,
Oregon — a historic city located in the heart of Willamette Valley’s
wine country, and strategically nestled between the Pacific Coast
and Portland.
Smith wasn’t talking about just any water park. After all, this
is the entrepreneur who had purchased Howard Hughes’ famed
Spruce Goose so that he could add it to his Evergreen Aviation &
Space Museum, which features more than 200 exhibits including
military aircraft, helicopters, and commercial and private aircrafts.
The museum was built in honour of his son, the late Captain Michael
King Smith.
Smith thrives on being unique. So he called a meeting with some
local project managers to bounce around the idea. He told them he
wanted something to complement his aviation collection.
Smith sought a structure that would not only get people talking, but
that they would have to see and experience for themselves.
When one of the project managers mentioned putting an aeroplane
on the roof, Smith loved the idea. However, his vision went further: he
wanted a 747. The entire room was sceptical, but Smith was convinced
that it could be done. Sure, a German aviation museum outside of Berlin
could put a 747 on stilts outside its building, but could an aeroplane be
placed on top of what would be an 18 m building — and with a series
of water slides running in and around it, too?
They called it ‘the pick’. After nine months of engineering and
design work, construction crews secured two massive cranes on a
near-windless morning in May 2010. Employing one of only seven
Boeing recovery slings in the world, they began hoisting the Evergreen
International Aviation B747-100. One hour and eight minutes later, the
149,000 kg plane — which had logged more than 40 million km during
its aviation lifetime — was bolted cleanly into place.
Smith’s entrepreneurial vision struck again. The massive plane
became the anchor for the Evergreen Wings & Waves water park,
located about 400 m west of the Spruce Goose. It is billed as ‘the only
water park that comes with an aviation and space museum’ — the first
in the country to combine waterborne fun with educational themes
that help visitors learn about the power of water and its effects on
the world.
The 21,750 m2 park features 10 water slides — four of them exiting
directly out of the fuselage of the Boeing 747 sitting atop the roof — a
wave pool and the children’s museum. The fastest of the slides is the
Nose Dive, a two-person inner tube ride that combines a fast initial drop
into a high-rate banked turn. It leads the riders into a dark oscillation
section before ‘breaking out of the clouds’ through a hologram image
and into the circular bowl below. Other slides include the Tail Spin,
the Sonic Boom and the Mach 1. Today, the water park and museum
has become one of the most popular tourism attractions in the state.
“Helping turn this vision into a reality was one of the coolest things
we’ve ever done,” says Dave Garske, operations manager for Hoffman
Construction of Portland.
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Reflecting on the project, Garske says one of the more interesting
challenges was how to figure out a way to protect the building from
all the water.
“Tile was a major part of this project. Basically, the entire inside of
the building is a big swimming pool. There is water and tile everywhere
— in the pool, in the bathroom, along the walls. Chlorine can be very
corrosive. So we had to figure out a way to keep the building from
rusting from the inside out. We had to manage the chlorinated water.
We spent a lot of time working on keeping the water safe for the
visitors and the employees.”
Hoffman worked closely with Paragon Tile of Tigard, Oregon, which
had successfully bid on the project. As Paragon began to map out the
project, the company knew what was needed. That’s when Paul Luttrell,
VP of sales for Paragon Tile, called LATICRETE sales representative
Mike Werner. Paragon ended up selecting and delivering a number
of high-performance LATICRETE products for the job, including
SpectraLOCK PRO Grout, LATICRETE 4-XLT, LATICRETE 254 Platinum,
LATICRETE 255 MultiMax and LATICRETE Latasil.
“In particular, we used LATICRETE Latasil because we needed
something that would not crack or deteriorate in the wet coved areas
and corners for the life of the installation,” Luttrell says. And with
the amount of tiling prevalent throughout the facility, Luttrell used
LATICRETE SpectraLOCK PRO Grout, a product designed to be used for
swimming pools, fountains and other wet area applications. Paragon
used the products in the entryway, in each of the restrooms, in the
water lines in the pool, in the mezzanine and on a lot of the wainscoting
throughout the building.
“Everything needed to be waterproofed or have crack isolation. So
we chose LATICRETE Hydro Ban to use behind all our tile.”
LATICRETE Hydro Ban is a thin, load-bearing, waterproofing/crack
isolation membrane that does not require the use of fabric in the field,
coves or corners.
“In the pools,” continued Luttrell, “we used LATICRETE 4-XLT; on
the water lines we used LATICRETE 254 Platinum; and for the floors,
etc, we used the LATICRETE 255 MultiMax. Everything was grouted
with LATICRETE SpectraLOCK PRO Grout. It’s such a strong, highperformance product; we couldn’t use anything else.”
Working in and around the other contractor schedules, the job took
Paragon nearly five months to complete. “It was a pretty unique job in
the fact that there is nothing else like it,” Luttrell says.
“The pools and the shapes were pretty unique. At some of the
counters you have half of an aeroplane sticking out of the wall, so
that’s unique right there. It’s an eye-catcher. As far as the installation
of the tile, it was a pretty standard install, except for some of the
custom mud floating work we had to do. We were confident to use
LATICRETE products for the water park as we know they perform at
high levels, and the company stands behind its products as well. This
was a project we clearly won’t forget.”
LATICRETE Pty Ltd
www.laticrete.com.au
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Chief Editor: Janette Woodhouse
Publisher: Geoff Hird
Associate Publisher: Glenn Silburn
gsilburn@westwick-farrow.com.au
Art Director/Production Manager: Julie Wright
Art/Production: Tanya Barac, Colleen Sam

February

May

What: Pool & Outdoor Living Show
When: 5 to 7 February
Where: Melbourne Exhibition Centre
Website: www.spasashow.com.au

What: Brisbane Pool & Spa Show
When: 28 to 29 May
Where: Brisbane Showgrounds
Website: www.poolshow.com.au

What: Forum Piscine
When: 18 to 20 February
Where: Bologna Exhibition Centre, Italy
Website: www.forumpiscine.it
What: Gym & Pools Israel
When: 23 to 24 February
Where: Israel Trade Fairs Centre, Tel Aviv
Website: www.stier-group.com/english.asp

Copy Control: Mitchie Mullins
copy@westwick-farrow.com.au
Advertising Sales:
Ivan Cunningham
Ph: 0428 864 100
icunningham@westwick-farrow.com.au

August

ASIA: Lachlan Rainey
Ph: +61 (0) 402 157 167

What: SPLASH! Pool & Spa Trade
Show 2016
When: 17 to 18 August
Where: Gold Coast Convention and
Exhibition Centre
Website: www.splashexpo.com.au

Subscriptions:

For unregistered readers - price on application

If you have any queries regarding our privacy policy
please email privacy@westwick-farrow.com.au

What: SPASA Australia 2016 National
Awards of Excellence
When: 18 August
Where: Jupiters Gold Coast
Website: www.splashexpo.com.au/
awards-night
© misu/Dollar Photo Club

What: Pool & Outdoor Living Show
When: 27 to 28 February
Where: Rosehill Gardens Event
Centre, Sydney
Website: www.poolexpo.com.au

Circulation Manager: Lora Tomova
circulation@westwick-farrow.com.au

September 2015 Total CAB Audited Circulation 5262

Pool+Spa Review ISSN 2200-2464
Printed and bound by Dynamite Printing

All material published in this magazine is published in good
faith and every care is taken to accurately relay information
provided to us. Readers are advised by the publishers to ensure
that all necessary safety devices and precautions are installed
and safe working procedures adopted before the use of any
equipment found or purchased through the information we
provide. Further, all performance criteria was provided by
the representative company concerned and any dispute should
be referred to them. Information indicating that products are
made in Australia or New Zealand is supplied by the source
company. Westwick-Farrow Pty Ltd does not quantify the
amount of local content or the accuracy of the statement
made by the source.
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WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU

JOB FUNCTION
(please tick one only)

REGISTER
TODAY FOR
YOUR

FREE SUBSCRIPTION
If you live in Australia† and your job title matches those on this form, we will deliver
you 6 complimentary issues a year!

n Management - Specialist
n Business Owner
n Consultant
n Contractor/Tradesperson
n Education/Training
n Engineer - Electrical
n Engineer - Project
n OHS/EHS
n Purchasing/Procurement
n Quality Assurance
n Sales/Marketing
n Scientist
n Student-Undergraduate/Apprentice
n Technical Officer
n Technician - Maintenance/Service

INDUSTRY
(please tick one only)

FOUR QUICK WAYS TO REGISTER


n Management - Director/C-level

n Agriculture/Rural

WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU/SUBSCRIBE

n Building/Construction

 EMAIL CIRCULATION@WESTWICK-FARROW.COM.AU

n Chemicals/Allied Products

 FAX THIS COMPLETED FORM TO (02) 9489 1265

n Cleaning

 MAIL THIS COMPLETED FORM TO LOCKED BAG 1289 WAHROONGA NSW 2076

n Consulting/Contracting
n Education/Training
n Engineering Services

Wrapper number:
(if known)

n Environmental Services
n Government

*All fields required to subscribe to your FREE magazine

n Health/Medical

NAME*

n Information Technology

JOB TITLE*

n Instrumentalities (eg CSIRO)

ORGANISATION NAME*

n Laboratory - Clinical/Medical

n Laboratory - Analytical
n Laboratory - Life Sciences

ADDRESS*

n Landscaping

POSTCODE*

COUNTRY*

PHONE CONTACT* WORK

MOBILE

n Manufacturing
n Plumbing
n Retail/Wholesale/Hire
n Service/Maintenance

EMAIL*
SIGNATURE*

n Testing/Certification (eg NATA)

DATE*

n Utilities

>

TO COMPLETE YOUR FREE SUBSCRIPTION PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY IN EACH
OF THE THREE SECTIONS TO THE RIGHT
PRIVACY POLICY AVAILABLE ONLINE AT WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU/PRIVACY

(please tick one only)
n Under 100

OPTIONS
I WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE THIS MAGAZINE

COMPANY SIZE
n 100 – 250

DIGITAL

PRINT

BOTH

I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO RECEIVE THE POOL + SPA E-NEWSLETTER
† For industry professionals outside Australia, the digital magazine and eNewsletters are available FREE of charge. If you
would like the print magazine, contact circulation@westwick-farrow.com.au for subscription prices in your region.

n 251 – 500
n Over 500

